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Briefs
Appointments
available for blood
donations
People who want to donate blood Monday can do
so by calling Campus Police
at 2-2346 to set an appointment.
Appointments will be at
15-minute intervals and
only one person will donate
at a time. The donations will
be taken in the Amani.

Shuttle service
available for pregame party

University shuttle service will be providing
transportation for anyone
interested in going to
tomorrow's pregame party
at Doyt Perry Stadium.
From 1 to 3 p.m. the shuttle
will pick-up people at Conklin, Rodgers and the library,
Founders, the corners of
Willard and Ridge and 7th
and High.
"Party at Perry" will start
two hours before the sceduled 3:30 p.m. kickoff between the Falcons and the
Central Michigan Chippewas. The pregame event
will feature free food,
prizes and the band Blitzen.
The prizes include a fourday trip to Las Vegas,
t-shirts and dinner for six
prepared by Provost
Charles Middleton.

Film director will
visit and show sneak
preview

Fans of film director
Norman Jewison will get a
sneak preview of his latest
movie when he visits the
University Oct. 4-5. As part
of the event, a week's worth
of movies by Jewison will
be shown on the University
campus next week. Four
films leading up to the personal appearance by Jewison will be shown on campus, according to Henry
Garrity, chairman and
professor of Romance Languages who is teaching a
film studies class devoted
to the Toronto native's
work. Monday through
Thursday, the public can
watch "In the Heat of the
Night," on Monday, "The
Thomas Crown Affair" on
Tuesday, "Jesus Christ
Superstar" on Wednesday
and "Other People's
Money" on Thursday. Each
movie will be followed by a
panel discussion of the film.
The award-winning Canadian f ilmaker is expected to
arrive on campus for a presentation and discussion of
his 1985 movie "Agnes of
God" at 7 JO Friday in the
Gish Film Theater.
On Saturday, First Class
Travel Design of Bowling
Green will present a public
reception in Jewison's
honor. The reception will
begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
Mileti Alumni Center on
campus. Jewison will host
the sneak preview of his
latest film, "Bogus," at 7:30
p.m. Saturday in the Gish
Film Theater.

Bongo born at zoo
LOUISVILLE. Ky. - The
Louisville Zoo on Wednesday announced the birth of
a male baby bongo.
The bongo is a very rare
African antelope.
The new addition is
already on display with his
mother, Katie, in the zoo's
African panorama area.
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Clinton's abortion veto
upheld by Senate vote
JlmAbrams
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The Senate
upheld President Clinton's veto
of legislation that for the first
time in two decades would have
made a form of abortion illegal.
But supporters of the ban on socalled partial birth abortions
vowed Thursday to keep the issue alive during the election
campaign.
After a wrenching debate, the
Senate voted 57-41 to override
the president's veto of the bill
banning the late-term abortion
procedure, falling nine votes
short of the two-thirds majority
needed.
"The most anti-choice Congress in history tried to hand a
pro-choice president an embarrassing defeat less than six
weeks before election day. Their
campaign failed," said Kate Michelman of the National Abortion
and Reproductive Rights Action
League.
But abortion opponents said
they had struck a political nerve
that would continue to be felt.
"This will immediately become
one of the most powerful issues
of the fall election," said Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott,

R-Miss.
The narrow defeat "underscores the importance of turning
out in large numbers in November," said Ralph Reed of the
Christian Coalition. "It will give
huge momentum to pro-family
forces in the half-dozen Senate
races that will determine who
controls the Senate."
Clinton vetoed the ban in April
on the grounds that, while it allowed for exceptions when the
mother's life was at risk, it contained no exception to protect the
mother's health.
The Senate was the last obstacle to reviving the ban after the
House last week voted 285-137 to
overturn the president's veto.
Moved by graphic descriptions
of how the fetus is killed and a
massive lobbying campaign by
anti-abortion groups, 12 Democratic senators voted against
Clinton and for the override.
But carrying the day were 35
Democrats, joined by five Republicans, who said the procedure was needed in rare instances to save the life of an endangered mother. They also said antiabortion groups were using the
partial-birth procedure as a first
step to undermine the 1973 Supreme Court decision protecting

abortion rights.
"We are using the lives of a
few women to make inflammatory and divisive debates across
this country, and I know that
many women are as offended as I
am," said Sen. Patty Murray,
D-Wash. "I extend my apology to
the women of this country."
Senate backers of the ban
promised they would not give up.
"We plan to continue the education process and come back
next year and try again," said
Sen. Rick Santorum, R-Pa. Just to
keep open the option of having
another vote this year, Lott
changed his vote to the winning
side.
The procedure, medically
known as intact dilation and evacuation, involves the partial delivery of the fetus through the
birth canal before the doctor kills
it by sucking out the brains.
There is little else about the
procedure that the two sides
agree on.
There are no reliable statistics
on the number of so-called partial-birth abortions performed.
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention say that of the nation's 1.3 million annual abortions, about 1.3 percent are lateterm abortions.

Liberty beckons
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Workers install the head onto the Statue of Liberty at the New
York, New York Hotel and Casino Thursday.

Joint masters program awaits approval
Darii Wamock
The BC News
A decision pending at the Ohio
Board of Regents to add a masters degree in public health at the
University would allow the first
program of its kind to be offered
in the state of Ohio.
The joint degree combines the
resources of the University, University of Toledo and Medical
College of Ohio. The program is
designed to join the three institutions and offer a collaborative
degree. If approved by OBOR,
the degree will be offered next

fall.
Clyde Willis, dean of Health
and Human Services, said the
program has been approved by
all three institutions, but the final
decision by OBOR is expected in
January.
"We are hoping it will be approved," Willis said. "There is a
very strong demand in northwestern Ohio."
He said the only other statesupported school in Ohio that
offers a public health degree is
The Ohio State University, which
is located out of commuting distance for students located in this

area.
The collaboration of the
schools was set up to allow students to gain the degree using the
sources of each institution. There
will be a set of guidelines which
will tell students the requirements that must be met at each
of the institutions.
Louis Katzner, Graduate College dean, said students will be
able to gain more from having
the collaborative program.
"It is clearly to the benefit of
the students to have it structured
that way," Katzner said. "We set
it up that way intentionally."

According to Willis, a committee was formed to set courses
into place. Once some of the
courses were in place, they were
divided among the institutions to
make it impossible for a student
to graduate without attending
each of the institutions.
"None of us had sufficient resources to offer the degree on
our own, so we pooled our expertise," Willis said. "You cannot get
the degree without attending all
three."
In order for the collaborative
program to work, each Institution
had to be on the same academic

calender. Currently, UT and
MCO are on a quarter schedule,
with Bowling Green on semesters. Next year, each will follow
an identical semester schedule.
"Next September everyone
will be on semesters," Willis said.
"The clear pattern is toward semesters."
Katzner explained a type of
distance learning may be able to
take place for students who find
the traveling an inconvenience.
"Maybe we can use an interactive video for distanced learning," Katzner said. "But that's a
little bit down the road."

ValuJet receives
permission to fly

Evening Society

Randolph E. Schmld
The Associated Press
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Karin Liebich, senior purchasing and producing major, and Chris Lape, junior pre medicine major,
pose while about 30 people from Sigma Alpha Epsilon are yelling Thursday. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Chi Omega held a high society at Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.

Driver hits drunken, handcuffed man
staggering down a street, county
homicide Sgt. Robert Payne said.
ELIZABETH, Pa. - Police The officer summoned another
handcuffed a drunken man short- officer, and the two approached
ly before he was run over by a Way.
Because Way tried to run away
car in the middle of a road. Officers waved their hands but failed and started fighting with the
officers, they handcuffed him on
to stop the driver.
At about 1 a.m. Thursday, an the ground close to the center of
off-duty officer in Elizabeth no- the street in suburban Pittsticed Brian Way, 31, of Elizabeth burgh, Payne said.
The Associated Press

That's when they noticed a car
approaching, he said. They tried
to move him, but Way was struggling too much. So the officers
stood in front of Way and waved
their arms at the driver.
The car kept coming until the
officers jumped out of the way,
with one officer injuring his leg
as he dove over a guardrail. Way
was hit and killed.

>
i

WASHINGTON - ValuJet got its wings back Thursday, winning
federal permission to fly again three months after the budget carrier
was grounded after a deadly crash and questions about its maintenance operations.
"ValuJet has met all of the FAA's requirements and they've met all
of our requirements and we've certificated them to fly," said John V.
Coleman, director of the Transportation Department's Office of
Aviation Analysis.
He said the airline is authorized to resume service "virtually immediately."
In Atlanta, ValuJet president Lewis Jordan told a news conference
that the airline will resume flying Monday. He said initial flights will
be from Atlanta to Washington and three Florida cities, Fort Lauderdale, Orlando and Tampa
The Transportation Department's ruling was condemned by the
Association of Flight Attendants, which had opposed recertification
of the airline. Association President Patricia Friend complained that
the approval "ignores a voluminous record of safety violations and
incompetent management." Friend said the union would appeal to
federal court in an effort to prevent the airline from flying.
The department said it reviewed ValuJet's management and financial condition and concluded that it has "demonstrated a positive disposition to comply with all applicable laws and regulations."
ValuJet employees responded jubilantly:
"I am so excited," said Christie Wright, a flight attendant. "We
never expected it (the grounding) to go on this long. Relieved is the
best word right now."
Airline industry analysts said ValuJet should have little trouble attracting passengers but that the airline now must perform impeccably to succeed.
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to the ground Apologies to the harassed ones

Dear Krlsten Conrad,
Hey ... owners of Dairy Queen on Wooster Street
I know that this apology Is
... you need to change your sign. President Clinton a little late, but I just foundout
what I did wrong.
was here a month ago.
Perhaps I should refresh
your memory. We were In the
Once again, free food. There is a large party at first grade, and it was nap time
afterluncn on a chilly October
Perry Stadium tomorrow at 1:30, and it features free day. Maybe we had too much
food. Stick around for the football game vs. Central chocolate milk, or maybe the
Jello was spiked. I don't
Michigan, kick-off at 3:30. The game is, of course, red
know. But when I came back
after you get free food.
from the bathroom (I had
washed my hands like a good
boy) and you were leaning back
How "bout them Falcons! They pulled it off against in your chair. I leaned over and
Miami last Saturday, and should do it again tomor- kissed you on the lips.
Even at the time, this act
row against Central Michigan. Looks like we could created quite a stir in the classroom. This wasn't a random act
have at trip to Vegas in the works ...
of kindness, we had liked each
other since that kickball game
Bon jour! Comment t'allez vous? While our French when I "accidently" dropped the
you would be safe.
is a little shaky, we can guarantee that they know it ball so
Alas, it wasn't meant to be.
out at the French House. They also know French food, Fate tore us apart, giving us
and for four smacks, they can prove it to you. Yes, different teachers the next year.
1 had almost forgotten about
the French House, located on sorority row, is hosting you. until a recent national
an "Evening in Paris" tonight. Lay down $4 story came to my attention.
to a recent USA
(bursarable!) and get yourself some fine Parisian-type TodayAccording
article by Katy Kelley and
David
J.
Lynch,
a 6-year-old
cuisine. Call 372-2671 to make your reservations.
named Jonathon Prevette has
come under hot water for acHave you registered to vote yet? Voting is easy as tions not unlike my own. It
Jonathon had a little
pie — actually, easier. For fifteen minutes of your time. seems
lady friend (aww. isn't that
YOU. yes. YOU can take the power of democracy into sweet) who requested he plant
your hot little hands. Stop by any Wood County li- one on her. Jonathon. being a
gentleman, kindly obliged and
brary, high school, vocational school. Wood County
Health Department or the National Guard Recruiting
Office to register or fill out an absentee ballot. This is
one of many ways to combat stereotypical Generation X-type laziness that we are so often accused of.

Mather
gave her a peck on the cheek.
Krlsten. if you are still the
sweet naive girl 1 once knew,
then you may not quite understand what Jonathon's problem
is. He can only be called, in this
90s world of PC (Philosophically Challenged) protagonists,
a SEXUAL HARASSER.
When school officials got
wind of this vile act that had
been committed, they did what
any upstanding Philosophically Challenged person would
do. They suspended him.
However, this is the 90s,
and Justice is not always
served. It seems that some
people actually objected to his
suspension for his act. They
saia, "He's only six! Isn't there
some sort of law against accusing people of crimes they are too
young to pronounce, let alone
spell? Besides, didn't she consent?" Some people. You can't
live with them, you can't shoot
them (because It's Just not PC!)
School officials were
forced to back off of their claim
that Jonathon was a sexual
harasser. They could only

punish him under the claim Heins and Amy Walton from my
that he was "a very bad boy." kindergarten class, please show
News of his suspension this letter to them. I sexually
swept the naUon. Jonathon has harassed both of them also. |
appeared on CNN and the To- (Don't be offended, it was beday Show (although his ap- fore I met you.)
Efarance was cut short when
Sometimes these things I
e tried to hit on Katie Couric.) just happen. You know what
Some logic prevailed, and the It's like. You're putting thel
girl's (victim's?) name was with- blocks away, you find yourself]
held to protect her Identity.
alone behind the piano with a I
Even the National Organi- member of the opposite sex, I
zation for Women got into the and before you know it yourl
act. saying that little boys who Kool-Aid mustache is gone.
aren't taught to respect girls
I am not making excuses
"grow up to be employees at the for what I am. I will make an
Mitsubishi Plant (known for its honest effort to change. I will
respect girls more. Even if they |
sexual harassers)."
There are several lessons allow me to kiss them by sayI have learned from Jonathon ing the appropriate phrase. I
Prevette. Mainly, never listen to "Yes Tom. you may kiss me
a woman. She might be nice to now, for the next 37 seconds
you, give you candy, and hold (or however long they wish)." I j
your hand. All she Is really try- will then have them sign the|
ing to do is wait until the right appropriate contract, thus enmoment, then she'll ask you to suring myself from future suskiss her. knowing that you will pensions or lawsuits.
I wish you well in all you I
be branded a sexual harasser:
ruining your career and your do. and I hope I have not|
life, and getting you elected scarred you for life.
Sincerely,
President of the United States.
Tom Mather (your former |
Most importantly. I have
learned that I too am a sexual boyfriend-type-person-guy)
harasser. Krlsten. I didn't even
Tom Mather is the Friday I
ask for your consent when I
kissed you, assuming you Sexual Harasser for the\
would enjoy it. I didn't know BGNews. All Philosophically!
how I was oppressing you at the Challenged Persons and women\
Ume. I apologize for my actions who 've got that 'sexually ha
rassed feeling" may e-mail him\
and hope you don't sue me.
If you happen to see Paula at mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

It looks as though the pedestrian mall might actually be opening sometime this year! At least we aren't
being re-routed on the end towards Prout and the
Math Science building any more. Then again, we were
saying this about Thurstin Avenue last year ...
It's been brought to the attention of E.A.R. that a
"Garden Burger" served at a certain University bigwig's
party left a little to be desired. C'mon. Mr. Prez, we'll
build community 'till the cows come home if you serve
us a nice prime rib. Memo to GLIPA: it takes more
than a salad to raise a journalist.

The BG News
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Jay Young
News editor

Scott Brown
Sports editor

Joe Boyle
City editor

Jim Barker
Managing editor

Help for the trend-addicted or afflicted

I switched hours ago to ice
water instead of beer on this
Saturday night. No one else in
the bar would ever dream of
Tiffany Wendeln
Aaron Weisbrod
doing such a thing. I am beCopy Chief
coming increasingly tired and
Entertainment editor
bored watching the college mating game, which consists of
Anna Wahrman
Blake Parkins
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editor boys (that's what they are) playing pool while downing beers
and girls (that's what they are)
playing their own unique game
of . "I-won't-look-at-any-boyJennifer Apt
Cathy Raidl
or-talk-to-any-boy. I'11-Just-sithere-and -play-hard- to-get."
Brian Gallatin
Greg Schwitzgebel
Deciding to leave. I walk toward
the door.
Jeff Gayton
Erin Taylor
Before I reach my destination, the disc Jockey, hardly
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
able to control his glee, loudly
states. "Ladles. It's time!" A
Margaret Kushlak
Carla Zvosec
frenzied stampede of cheap
perfume and salon-induced
tans is then made to the dance
Copyright 1996 The BG News. Reprinting of any material In
floor by most of the female pathis publication without the permission of The BG News Is strictly
trons.
prohibited.
Seeing this. I naturally
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920
assume free French fries and
and Is published daily during the academic year and
gooey chocolate bars are being
Wednesday's in the summer.
given away. Except for the
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
sound of a ringing phone, what
expressed In columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily
else besides free, fatty foods
those of The BG News.
would make a group of girls
Letters Intended for publication must be 200-300 words long, exert such energy? Not being a
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and Univerrhetorical question. I shall ansity affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
swer that. A sale on shoes at
and all letters.
the local department store and
The BG News encourages its reader to notify the paper of
receiving a new credit card in
any errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
the mall have been known to
210 West Hall
put a little extra pep in a
Bowling Green State University
woman's instinctual biological
Bowling Green. OH 43403
drive.
bgnewsl 9 bgnet.bgsu.edu
Can you imagine if they rePenny Brown
Opinion editor

Production Staff

Hideki Kobayashi
Photo editor

Columnist
ceived a new credit card in the
mail on the same day a shoe
sale was going on? If that happened, my advice to you guys
out there would be to get off the
roads immediately, don't do any
driving that day and let the
National Guard handle traffic
control.
Then the music starts.
Nightmarish and booming. A hair-raising and disturbing cross between Charo and
Ricky Rlcardo. I ask the boy
next to me what is going on.
"It's a dance called the
Macarena." he says.
"Please God. no. not again.
Not another Electric Slide." I
gasped. Nausea overcame me
as I carefully lowered myself
into a nearby chair.
I could do nothing but
watch. I was sickened yet I
could not look away, like viewing a bad car accident on the
highway.
It's human nature. When
we see something that is repugnant and gross, we want to
gawk. We want to goose-neck.
We want to view it with sadistic
tendencies.
Dlmwltted grins of Infantile pleasure are plastered on

each girls face, as they bralnlessly maneuver to steps that
look like they were choreographed by a not-too-bright five
year old. I will not describe the
steps Involved, as it is too upsetting for me. Suffice it to say.
this Is a disgusting world we live
in.
I've never understood this
fascination with dancing. I
think girls love to dance because, as we all know, they always insist on being the center
of attention.
Thus, since so many seem
susceptible to Idiotic trends. I
offer my own new dance. I'm
sure it will catch on quickly and
be the new rage throughout the
nation.
The dance is called.
"Dance. Lemming, Dance," and
is accompanied by any Michael
Bolton melody. For those of you
who don't know what a "lemming" is. I shall enlighten you.
They are furry, little rodents,
that for some unknown reason,
annually migrate by the thousands to the oceans edge and
kill themselves by self-Induced
drowning. See what happens
when you follow inane trends?
DANCE STEPS
1. Assume an orderly position on the dance floor.
2. Make a face as if you've
Just smelled fresh vomit.
3. Turn to the person on
your left and punch them in the
stomach hard. If no one is on
your left, punch your own

stomach hard.
4. Hunker down like al
Sumo wrestler, raise and lower I
right leg. raise and lower left I
leg. then let loose a Tarzan yell.
Make Johnny Welsmuller|
proud.
5. Turn to the person on I
your right and pick their nose.
If no one is on your right, pick |
your own nose. Pick me a win
ner.
6. Recite out loud: "I'm a|
silly fool that follows trends."
7. Recite out loud: "Help|
me. I need a personality."
8. Sway back and I
forth.turn 90 degrees to the|
right and start over.
See you at the dance I
clubs, girls.
OK. Maybe I'm being a |
little hard on you girls. It's possible the Macarena might bel
beneficial. It will teach you how I
to do two things at once, like f
raising up your right hand and
then raising up your left hand.
It can teach you how to chew
your gum and simper at the |
same time. These will be valuable aids when you get out Into 1
the real world. You might even j
be able to land a gig on David
Letterm.m's "Stupid Human]
Tricks. "
Hopefully, after reading]
this, you won't think I'm related (
to that sexist comedian Andrew
Dice Clay. I'm not. But. Don ]
Rickles is my father.
Jim Good is a guest columnist for the BG News.
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Efforts taken to combat drug use
Philip Brasher
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Methamphetamine used to be the drug of
West Coast motorcyclist gangs.
Now Its use has exploded In the
small cities and rural areas of the
Great Plains, cooked up In momand-pop labs.
Attorney General Janet Reno
announced steps Thursday to
stop the methamphetamine problem in the Midwest before it
"sweeps across the country."
U.S. attorneys in 14 states will
coordinate the effort, which will
focus on public education, im-

proved sharing of intelligence on
drug traffickers, and training of
local law enforcement officials.
The Justice Department is not
putting any more money or staff
into the methamphetamine
effort. Instead, prosecutors and
investigators will be asked to
"work harder," said Tom Monaghan, U.S. attorney for Nebraska.
The campaign comes as the
Clinton administration is under
attack from Republicans for a
nationwide rise in drug use
among teen-agers. Reno also
urged Congress to stiffen penalties for methamphetamine traf-

ficking and crack down on chemical suppliers.
Since 1992, methamphetaminerelated arrests have tripled in
the Midwest and Rocky Mountain
region, according to the Drug
Enforcement Administration.
There were 457 such arrests in
1995, and 3S6 this year.
Methamphetamine rivals cocaine as the drug of choice in
such cities as Omaha, Neb., Sioux
Falls, S.D., and Casper, Wyo.
Hospitals and treatment facilities say methamphetamine use
has reached epidemic proportions, according to the Justice
Department.
"It Is clearly moving from

West to East," Monaghan said.
"We hope it doesn't get to the
East Coast."
Methamphetamine, or "speed,"
is a powerful stimulant that
leaves users euphoric. Eut it robs
them of sleep and appetite, making them paranoid and violent,
experts say.
It is made relatively easily in
motels or abandoned farm
houses, or it is smuggled from
labs in Mexico to Midwest meatpacking towns through networks
of illegal immigrants, prosecutors say. The key base chemical is ephedrine or pseudoephedrine, a common cold remedy.
In North Dakota, nine labs

Carnegie Hero
Fund honors
seven year old
Bruce Stanley
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - Seven-yearold Kayla Garrigan could have
saved herself by fleeing out the
front door of her family's burning house. Instead, she ran upstairs to warn her brother.
He opened a window and broke
a screen to leap 15 feet to safety.
Kayla was afraid to jump and
stayed behind, losing her life.
The Carnegie Hero Fund
Commission recognized the Wisconsin girl as a hero Thursday,
making her the youngest person
to earn the Carnegie Medal in the
foundation's 92 years of honoring
heroism. Thursday would have
been Kayla's ninth birthday.
Kayla was one of 18 people
from the United States and Canada honored by the Carnegie
Hero Fund Commission with a
medal and $2,500. She and another winner died trying to save
lives.
Prior to Kayla's selection, the

youngest winners were four
8-year-olds.
One of those recognized is
from Ohio. She is Kathleen Clark,
38, of Willard, Ohio, who helped
save Kimberly Matthews from
burning to death in a car after a
highway accident last Sept. 3.
Clark entered the blazing vehicle
and pushed Matthews out a side
window.
The commission has honored
8,043 people since it was founded
by industrialist Andrew Carnegie
in 1904
Kayla's mother, Robin Garrigan, said Kayla's deep affection
for her half-brother may have
prompted her to awaken him
after a fire broke out in the
kitchen of their house In Manltowoc, Wis., on May 12,1995.
"If there was something
wrong, she went to him," Garrigan said. "He was like an idol - a
role model - for her."
The fire spread quickly and
trapped Kayla, who was 7, and
Chris Walters.

have been seized in the past two
years. Before that, there had
been only one such seizure in the
state's history, said John
Schneider, the state's U.S. attorney. There were 105 prosecutions in the state last year for
charges of selling the drug, compared with none in 1993.
During two seizures, suspects
torched their labs, resulting in
toxic spills that cost at least
$20,000 apiece to clean,
Schneider said.
The U.S. attorneys hope to
raise public awareness of the
problem and teach local law enforcement agencies how to root
out the labs, which are kept as

"far from federal drug authorities as possible," Schneider
said.
"It's like in the old days when
people looked for plant lights to
see where marijuana was growing. Now look for smoke coming
out of the chimneys," Schneider
said.
The 14 targeted states are
Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota, South Dakota, Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, Illinois, Nebraska, Iowa and Utah
The Senate last week unanimously approved legislation that
would boost penalties for trafficking in the drug .

Furry friend

The Associated Prcs

Children have fun petting a baby penguin at the Pittsburgh Zoo.

Killer's claims enrage family

Traffic stop ends Career criminal accuses father of molesting victim
in cocaine bust
Michelle Locke
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

DAYTON ~ A traffic stop in which hidden cocaine was found in a
vehicle led authorities to an auto repair business where they seized
more than $800,000 in cash, officials said Thursday.
The cocaine had an estimated street value of $4 million.
According to an affidavit filed in U.S. District Court, the State
Highway Patrol stopped a vehicle Wednesday on Interstate 70 near
Eaton for failure to signal during a lane change and unsafe lane
change.
The trooper became suspicious of the occupants, and a search of
the vehicle by a drug-sniffing dog turned up 86 pounds of cocaine,
which was seized, the affidavit said.
The two men in the vehicle - Edwin R. Caraballo-Santana, 24, of
Bensenville, III., and Mario Calderon, 27, of Elk Grove, 111. -- agreed to
be accompanied by undercover police in delivering the vehicle to its
Intended recipients at an auto sales and repair shop in Dayton, the affidavit said.
The undercover officers, posing as tow-truck drivers, delivered the
vehicle to Charles Gof f Sr., 59, and Charles Goff Jr.. 26, both of Dayton, at the repair shop, the affidavit said. When the men accepted delivery, they were arrested.
A search of the building revealed cash contained in several large
garbage bags and covering the surface of a pool table, where it was
stacked several inches high.
More than $800,000 was seized, said a law enforcement official who
spoke on condition that he not be identified.

SAN JOSE, Calif. - The killer
of Polly Klaas enraged her family even as he was being condemned to death Thursday with a
wild claim that the 12-year-old
girl told him before he killed her
that she had been molested by
her father.
Marc Klaas cried "Burn in hell.
Davis!" and lunged at his
daughter's killer as he was hustled out of the courtroom. Polly's
grandmother wailed aloud and
wept, leaning against her husband in shock.
Richard Allen Davis was sent
to California's death row at San
Quentin Prison for killing Polly
after kidnapping her from a
slumber party in the bedroom of
her Petaluma home Oct. 1, 1993.
A nationwide search for Polly
ended when Davis led police to
her body in December.
Moments before his formal
sentencing, the 42-year-old career criminal criticized his investigators and lawyers in a

I^AIpha Gamma Deltai^
&

Kappa Alpha's
Flag Football Date Party
Sat. Sept. 28th <2> Tux.

0

0

rambling speech. The Klass fam- her chair, obviously distraught, alleged juror misconduct. An appeal of the sentence is automatic.
ily listened with rapt attention her faced buried in one hand.
Davis served eight years for
The accusation was reminisfrom the front row, smiling incredulously at some of his com- cent of Davis' contemptuous ac- kidnapping and assaulting a
tion in court the day he was woman before he was paroled.
plaints.
Then, Davis started talking found guilty, when he thrust both He kidnapped Polly three months
about the one charge he had al- middle fingers at a courtroom later. At his sentencing hearing,
four women who were attacked
ways steadfastly denied - that he camera.
Outside the courtroom, Klaas by Davis said they feared to be
had tried to sexually molest Pocalled Davis' statement a "vile alone.
lly.
"He victimizes little girls and
"The main reason I know I did and sinister and evil act," and
not attempt any lewd act that that he had expected trouble little women," Klaas said. "He
does it under the veil of darknight," Davis said, "was because from the "gutless coward."
"I brought him down," said ness, at night, when there's noof a statement the young girl
made to me while walking up the Klaas, who wants to be present body else present."
embankment: 'Just don't do me when Davis is executed. "He
knows that as well as everybody
Before the ruling, Klaas spoke,
like my dad.'"
Spectators gasped and a long- else. We have been pursuing the at times movingly, at times andrawn out moan of "Ohhhh!" death of Richard Allen Davis for grily, remembering his daughter
echoed in the courtroom as Klaas three years. I am his worst as a loving child who "deserves
peace."
shouted, jumped toward his nightmare."
As he ended his comments, he
After the outburst, Superior
daughter's killer and had to be
Court Judge Thomas Hastings snapped, "Mr. Davis, when you
escorted outside.
Prosecutor Greg Jacobs, who confirmed the sentence of death get to where you're going, say
said he was "nauseated" by Dav- the trial jury recommended Aug. hello to Hitler, say hello to (Jefis' allegation, said no such claim 5. He could have reduced it to life frey) Dahmer and say hello to
had ever been leveled during the in prison without parole, but said (Ted) Bundy."
case, nor was there any evidence Davis' conduct Thursday made
After the sentencing, Polly's
sentencing him to death "easy."
to support it.
Hastings also dismissed a grandfather also lashed out at
Davis' defense attorney, Lorena Chandler slumped down in request for a new trial based on Davis.
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$$$ NEED MONEY? $$$
Want to bring an ethnic arts event to BGSU?
Need some help to make it happen?
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Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
372-2222
First Fall Deadline: October 1
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G GOOD LUCK FALCONS!
Head Coach
Gary
Blackney
6th year
Connecticut

GO FALCONS!

GO FALCONS!

Bee Gee
Book Store

Bee Gee
Book Stor<

1424 E. Wooster
353-2252

#43
Joe O'Neill
Inside Linebacker
6-1, 210 lbs.
Twinsburg, Ohio

1424 E. Wooster
353-2252

Good Luck Falcons!
1

little Caesars-Pizza
354-6500
Free Delivery

#51
J.P.
Mershon

#17
Junior
Williams

Outside Linebacker
6-1. 225 lbs.
Columbus, Ohio

Free Safety
5-9,185 lbs.
Lansing, Michigan

Go, Fight, Win!

GoflG!

Al Mar Lanes

GO FALCONS!!!
e,

9*

|

1010 N. Main St.
352-4637
*sta and S^fo*

Z5-

1432 E. Wooster
352-4662

Coach
Mark Murray
1st year
American International

Go for the MAC!

Coach
Bob
Ligashesky

#12
Bob Niemet
Quarterback
6-2. 200 lbs.
Columbus, Ohio

6th year
Indiana Univ. of
Pennsylvania

Go Falcons!!!

"Va and S***
1432 E. Wooster
352-4662

Left Tackle
6-5, 290lbs.
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

Go, Fight, Win!

GO FALCONS!!!

University Bookstore

■n A f\ ^

#66
Sam Hemke

n

Va and S***
1432 E. Wooster
352-4662
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BEAT THE CHIPPEWAS! XX
#64
Damon
Smith

#62
Chad
McCarthy

Defensive Tackle
6-2,285 lbs.
Columbus, Ohio

Right Guard
6-3. 240 lbs.
Toledo, Ohio

GoBG!

Good Luck
FALCONS!!

#45
Dan King

Dino
Dawson

Noseguard
6-1,260 lbs.
Lorain, Ohio

3rd year
Wayne State

BEATCMU!!

GO FALCONS!!!

Pi Kappa Phi

©

.Bnn & Den

Celebrates 20 years at BC
Delta Sigma charter Oct. 16, 1976

#80
Jacque
Rogers

#58
John
Kuck

Flanker
6-1,180 lbs.
Spartanburg,
South Carolina

Center
6-4, 270 lbs.
New Knoxville, Ohio

Steve
Telander

EL —*. r

3rd year
Massachusetts

Rick
Denstorff
1st year
Western Kentucky

Go, Fight, Win!!

Good Luck
Falcons!

All the way to the
MAC Title!!!

H H JKF

...the MAC title is
waiting for you !!
Delta Gamma's will be
cheering you on as
always.

JL
Gamma Phi Bete

#80
Steve
Sheets

Tony
Everhart

#23
Chioke
Bradley

Right Tackle
6-4,255 lbs.
Columbus, Ohio

Cornerback
5-10,175 lbs.
Middletown, Ohio

Strong Safety
5-10.190 lbs.
Mansfield

#14

Paul
Ferraro
6th year
Springfield College

Shoot for the stars
to Las Vegas...
BEAT CMU
sisters of
Chi Omega
'i/i v_/ i lLic.:

GO BGSU!

#40
Bud
Rottinghaus

#3
Terry
Loville

Running Back
6-0, 215 lbs.
Stow. Ohio

Split End
5-10,170 lbs.
San Francisco
California

i

M.

Demetrius
Carr

Cornerback
5-9, 175 lbs.
Anniston, Alabama

tf%
A^
i^^il
■ ypm

Steve
Spagnuolo
1st year
Springfield College

Good Luck

Falcons!!
the sisters of

Aon

GO DG!!

Unigrophics

Alpha Omicron Pi

■■Ml

■■
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Falcons welcome old nemesis

Scott
Brown

Chippewas looking for fourth in row over BG

BG News
Sports
Editor

Scott Brown
The BC News

Free
food!
It's pretty pathetic when BG
head football coach Gary Blackney has to make statements like
this one, which he made earlier
this week:
"I'm really happy with the 12or 13,000 people who have come
out to see us play," Blackney
said, referring to the 12,256 fans
who saw BG defeat Temple in
their home opener Sept. 14. "I'm
not concerned with the 12- or
13,000 who don't come out to see
us play. I don't think I can really
dwell on that.
"Sure, I'd like to see 25- or
30,000 people come out. If you
like defensive football, right now
our defense is playing as well as
it ever has. It's exciting."
It sure is exciting, and it sure is
sad that more people didn't come
out to see the Falcons play on
Opening Day.
Granted, it was pretty cold.
Granted, the rains came at halftime. Granted,... blah, blah, blah.
Why there hasn't been more
fan support - student support, in
particular - for Falcon athletics
is a mystery to me and to campus
administrators, who have fashioned some special events this
weekend to foster more student
Involvement.
The 'Party at Perry' kicks off at
W0 p.m. Saturday, and the band
Blitzen will provide entertainment. Free food and prizes are
available.
This pregame party, sponsored
by the University, has been
planned in hopes of helping to
spur more student involvement,
not only in athletics but in all aspects of campus life.
For whatever reason, students'
have traditionally carried an
apathetic attitude concerning
about every on-campus event except for hockey games, which c particularly for the big games
against Michigan and Michigan
State - are packed with
thousands or rabid students.
There is no reason that the
same kind of crowds can show up
for football or basketball games,
soccer or volleyball matches,
turn out to vote in campus elections, etc., etc.
Come on, folks. If any game
will be one to see this year at
Perry Stadium, Saturday's will be
the one. Central Michigan and
Bowling Green have one of the
greatest football rivalries around
- to hell with Ohio State and Notre Dame - and this game will be
one of the best of the year, guaranteed.
And if you try and pass off
football at Perry Stadium as boring, then you're inhuman.
Hey, there's free food!
As for the game, well...
The Falcon defense was nearly
perfect last week against Miami.
The scary thing is, they are very
capable of improving that much
more over the course of the
season.
As for the offense, it's high
time that quarterback Bob
Niemet steps up to have the type
of game that he is capable of.
The Chippewas have won three
in a row from BG. Don't count on
a fourth.
Brown's pick: BG 23, CMU 14.

Gary Blackney may have uttered The
Mother of All Understatements this week.
"They've caused us some frustration," he
said, referring to Central Michigan, the Falcon football team's opponent for the home
conference opener Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
Some? Check out what CMU has done to
the Bowling Green football program over
the past three seasons:
Nov. 13, 1993: The Chippewas become the
first team in three years to defeat Bowling

Green in Mid-American Conference play,
17-15 In Mount Pleasant. That loss eliminated the Falcons from MAC title contention for the first time in coach Gary Blackney's tenure.
Nov. 12, 1994: Final game of the season,
winner-take-all for the MAC title and a trip
to the Las Vegas Bowl.
Bowling Green has control late in the
game, only to have CMU punter Craig Fischer ganter on an unlikely 73-yard touchdown run on a fake punt. The Chippewas
took control and went on to a 36-33 win and a
Las Vegas bowl ticket.

Radio: WBGUFM (88.1), WFOBAM (1430), WBVI-FM (96.7)
Television: SportsChannel (Wood
Cable channel 34)
Brown's Pick: Falcons by nine

See FALCONS, page seven.

Jim Tocco
The BG News

Auoclatcd Prvii photo/AI Bchrman
Chicago Cubs catcher Tyler Houston tags out Cincinnati second baseman Bret Boone In the second
inning of Thursday's game.

Oh, well: Reds finishing
'96 season with a flourish
Joe Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Hal Morris is working on an
impressive hitting streak, Willie Greene is on
his best home-run spurt, and the Cincinnati Reds
are closing the season with a flourish.
None of it can put a smile on their faces. Any
joy they had evaporated earlier in the week.
Morris pushed his hitting streak to 26 games
and Greene hit his fifth homer in three days as
the Reds beat the Cubs 12-4 Thursday. It was
their third consecutive win since they were
eliminated from contention in the NL Central.
"It's a little anticlimactic because we're out of
the race," said Morris, who has the third-longest
hitting streak in the major leagues this season.
Instead of enjoying their closing push, the
Reds are still thinking about what might have
been. They lost eight of nine on their last road
trip, making their final homestand of the year a 61 spurt -- meaningless.
"The road trip to Los Angeles and San Diego is
one that will haunt us all winter," shortstop
Barry Larkin said. "If we could have done a
little better, we could have been in the thick of
things."
Like the Reds, the Cubs have played themselves out of contention late in the season.
They've lost 11 of 12 and 16 of 24 to assure
themselves of a losing record.
Although the Cubs are taking a look at some
young players, they're not just playing out the
season.

"It's a little anticlimactic
because we're out of the race."
Hal Morris
Reds first baseman
"We're trying to win ballgames, period," manager Jim Riggleman said. "It's not happening.
This is bothering the players. It's not the way
you want to finish up. It's agonizing for them."
The Cubs finished their final road trip with a
sloppy game. They committed two errors,
walked nine and let in one run when reliever
Rodney Myers threw to first base on a pickoff
attempt when Mark Grace was playing off the
bag.
Morris and Greene were the hitting stars in all
three of the Reds' final home games. Cincinnati
closes its season this weekend in St. Louis.
Morris singled home a pair of runs in the second inning off Dave Swartzbaugh (0-2), preserving the third-longest hitting streak in the major
leagues this season. Atlanta's Marquis Grissom
hit in 28 games and San Diego's John Flaherty
hit in 27.
Morris also had a run-scoring groundout, giving him three RBIs for the game and a careerhigh 80 for the season.
Greene hit a two-run homer in the first, his
18th of the season.

SEPTEMBER
SPIRIT DAY
FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 27

BlttzSn
1:30 P.M.

5=R

Steve Klein, the senior forward
from Nashville, Tenn., who has
collected five goals and five assists in the Falcons' eight games,
can get better.
"There's always room for improvement," Klein said. "That's
the way I look at it."
Improvement? Last year Klein
was All-MAC, All-Mideast, and
All-Ohio. In BG's three tournaments, Klein captured tournament MVP in the first two and
graced the all-tournament team
all three times.
He won Mid-American Conference Player of the Week in early
September. He has been directly
involved with 10 of BG's 14 goals
this season, and leads the team in
virtually every category.
And he has earned the accolades despite starting the season
with an injured knee.
"And he'll be in the running for
All-America this year," head
coach Mel Mahler said. Mahler
has been highly complimentary

Steve Klein
of the team tri-captain.
"I think he's playing the best
soccer he's played since he's
been here," he continued. "He's a
guy that has created havoc on the
field. They've been doubleSee KLEIN, page seven.

Soccer team returns to
BG's friendly confines
The BG kickers return to home
action after a seven game roadtrip, and not a minute too soon.
The Falcons will try to put a stop
to a three game losing skid in a
Sunday afternoon contest against
Eastern Illinois University.
Players and coaches alike have
become weary from the road, and
it's nice to be back to the friendly
confines of Cochrane Field.
"The guys love to play here."
said coach Mel Mahler. "It's a
nice playing surface and just a
great facility."
BG enters the contest with a
4-3-1 ledger, having taken their
lumps in the difficult portion of
the schedule. All three losses
came to quality teams, and all
three were lost in come from behind defeats. The Falcons enter
this game concerned, but not
shaken.
The Brown and Orange has en-

joyed success against teams entering Cochrane Field, and hopes
that this game will be no exception.
Besides, it wouldn't just be
nice to win this game; it's a game
the Falcons need to win. This is
the final game before facing
teams from the Mid-American
Conference.
Bowling Green will not enter
the MAC contests as the only
team with troubles. Defending
MAC points champ Akron University has dropped four straight
games. Before the season began,
six of eight MAC coaches picked
BG to win its conference.
Peter Kolp will be back in action this Sunday, after earning
all-tournament team honors in
Fresno last weekend. The tournament games were his first
since returning from disciplinary action.

/0°HV k Tony Packo's Cafe 4
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5827 Monroe St. Syhrania, OH
is now hiring qualified individuals for the
following positions

OUTSIDE THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

1/

Saturday, 3:30 p.m.
Perry Stadium

Senior forward leads Falcons
against Eastern Illinois Sunday

FEATURING

3

CENTRAL
MICHIGAN

Despite all his
numbers, Klein
can get better

PARTY AT PERRY

FALCONS

VS.

The Falcons, left out in the cold in terms of
postseason play, lost a home game for the
first time In coach Gary Blackney's tenure.
Sept 23,199S: A huge pregame buildup in
the Bowling Green camp self-destructs as
CMU dominated much of the way toward a
22-16 victory, starting BG on a five-game
conference free-fall.
CMU has defeated BG three times during
Blackney's five-year tenure. No other team
has gotten more than one victory over the
Falcons during that span.

A SPIRIT BREAK
9:30-11:00 A.M.

TAKE

g

FREE COFFEE, CIDER & DONLTS
AND SHOP THE
BOOKSTORE SIDEWALK SALE

* Kitchen
* Counter Service

•Wait
Please apply between 2 - 4 pm.

CHIPPEWAS

3:30 KICKOFF
PREGAME PARTY: FREE FOOD,
GREAT PRIZES
WEST SIDE OF STADIUM

WEAR YOUR ORANCE!
PRIZES FOR THE BEST SHOW OF

SPIRIT!

Call 419-885-4500
Located a short 30 minutes from
Bowling Green Campus

EOE
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One of these teams has to win, right?
Western Michigan,
Akron in fight
for MAC basement
The Associated Press
Both teams have zeros in the win column,
which might make Western Michigan's MidAmerican Conference game at Akron that
much more important to both teams. It's certainly vital to both coaches.
"Anytime you haven't won, every game
becomes that much more important," said
Western coach Al Molde. "For us and for
them, I guess this is a chance to get back on
track."
The teams fill the bottom two rungs on the
MAC ladder, both at 0-4 overall and 0-2 in the

league. But a closer look reveals more.
Western could well be 3-1, losing two
games by eight points or less (28-20 to
Eastern Illinois, 19-12 to Eastern Michigan),
and in last week's 38-28 loss to Central Michigan, the Broncos blew a 214) advantage.
"Our No. 1 problem has been that we're inconsistent," said Molde, the head coach at
WMU for almost a decade. "That's due to our
youth at some key positions: comerback, defensive back, quarterback and on the
offensive line, where we've got three firstyear players and a couple of sophomores."
The song is pretty much the same at Akron, where the Zips have looked good since
dropping a 44-14 goose egg to Ohio in the
opener.
Akron battled No. 18 Virginia Tech on
even terms before falling 21-18, and outgained Toledo in a 27-10 loss. Even in last

week's 38-7 loss at Illinois, the Zips weren't
humiliated.
"We started a freshman at quarterback
and he's struggled throwing the ball," said
second-year coach Lee Owens, who has 60
freshmen and sophomores among the 80
players on the roster. "There's so much
pressure on him because we're not running
the ball well. Under those conditions, the
quarterback's got to be darned near perfect."
Neither team has been perfect, which
leads to pressure to take advantage of a
struggling opponent for a quick win to turn
things around. The coaches are out to prevent that thinking, however.
"You can't make it must-win or even canwin," said Owens, who has shifted to a veteran quarterback in senior Mike Junko.

Belle's in line for
another snubbing
The Associated Press

"Let's face it," Indians manager Mike Hargrove said. "Albert rubs a lot of people the
wrong way."
Last year Belle hit .317 with SO
homers, 52 doubles and 126 RBIs,
but finished second in the AL
MVP balloting to Boston's Mo
Vaughn, who is making a case tor
the award again this season.
Lota of people say that Seattle's
Alex Rodriguez is having the best
year. There's also Ken Griffey
Jr., Juan Gonzalez, Ivan Rodriguez and others.
Frank Thomas, the MVP in
1993 and '94, has said Belle would
get his vote. Paul Molitor, who
knows a little about baseball history, agreed.
"Albert's season has just been
phenomenal in terms of production and consistency," said Molltor, who recently joined the
3,000-hit club. "If I had to choose,
I'd probably say Albert. His time
has maybe come."
Belle is obsessive in his pursuit
of baseball's historic numbers.
He knows who holds all the records.

CLEVELAND - Albert Belle
could join Babe Ruth and Jimmie
Foxx in the record book and
probably still get snubbed in the
AL MVP voting - again.
With three games left, the
Cleveland Indians slugger needs
three home runs and four RBIs to
become the first player to hit 50
homers and drive in 150 runs
since Jimmie Foxx in 1938. Foxx
had SO homers and 175 RBIs.
Belle could also Join Ruth as
the only players in major league
history with back-to-back 50
homer seasons.
Don't even bother to count the
votes. Just mall the MVP trophy
to Belle now, right?
Not quite.
First, in this Year of the
Homer, Belle's numbers don't
stand out as much as they did last
year, when he became the first
major leaguer with SO homers
and 50 doubles in a season. Then
there's this little matter of
"general character and disposition."

SPORTS BRIEFS
Men's golf team headed to Eastern Kentucky
The men's golf team hopes to answer some questions this
weekend at the 54-hole Eastern Kentucky Colonel Classic in
Richmond, Ky.
Five players will be in the tournament, according to coach
Todd Brunslnk. They will be senior Jason Carbone, junior Scott
Cashell and sophomores Ian Windsor, Jason May and Mike Kotsos.
Brunsink said he has seen forward progress in practice, and he
hopes the progress moves from the practice course to the tournament course.
According to Brunsink, the fall golf season is for players to position themselves for spring, but that is not the only purpose it
serves.
"It's competition, and we want to finish first, but it also gives
us an idea of our strengths and weaknesses," Brunsink said.
"This weekend will tell us more about our team."
-V.G.

Ferris State Invitational next up for women's
golf
The women's golf team will journey to Big Rapids, Mich, this
weekend for the Ferris State Invitational.
After the Falcon Invitational, Coach Todd Brunsink wants to
work on the "150-yard shots." He said the team is driving good
and putting good, but they need to work on their shots getting on
the green.
This tournament will be a sentimental journey for Brunsink.
He and his wife are Ferris State alumni, and they were married
in Big Rapids.
-V.G.

Women's tennis headed for Ohio Intercollegiates
The Falcon women's tennis team competes in the Ohio Intercollegiates this weekend in Columbus.

FALCONS
Continued from page six.
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Albert Belle

KLEIN
"I met the players that were
he commented. "But it's not as
much having the record, but it's already on the team, and it's just
teaming him, triple-teaming him, the effect that it's had on our a really close-knit group of guys
and he still can run by people and success as a team. So if I'm get- here. So I knew I'd have good
ting those kinds of assists, it friends up here as well as a real
create chances for us."
This past weekend in Fresno, means that we're scoring goals. good team."
Good team indeed. That was
Klein reached a very special It also means that I've got great
monument. He tied Brian Fergu- players scoring for me. Getting the year BG captured the NCAA
son for BG's all-time assists re- assists is the easy part; you've tournament.
cord. The assist came in just the just got to get the ball to the people that can score."
sixth game of his senior year.
"I just kind of grew around the
"He's so unselfish that we wish sport," Klein said. "I've just been
"To see him on the list with he would take more shots," Mah- playing my wole life." He'd like
such great players so early is just ler said. Mahler moved Klein up to play for the rest of his life, too.
a tribute to him," Mahler said.
to the forward position this year,
"I want to try and play someDespite forever engraving his in order to get him more scoring where ... I've just got to wait and
name into a long history of BG opportunities.
see if any opportunities arise, but
soccer, Klein remains modest
Klein visited BG in 1992, and that's my goal."
about the accomplishment.
knew that it was the University
And don't talk to Steve Klein
"It means a good deal to me," he wanted to attend.
about goals.
Continued from page six.

"He's a guy that has
created havoc on the
field. They've been
double-teaming him,
triple-teaming him,
and he still can run
by people and create
chances for us."

So "some" frustration may be
just a little bit of an understatement.
"Our kids have already been
reminded of that," Blackney
said. "Not so much from a grudge
or revenge type of thing, because
I've said it before and I'll say it
again: I don't believe in revenge.
It's negative motivation."
The Falcons are coming off
nothing short of a brilliant victory a week ago against Miami, a
win that catapaulted them back
into the drivers' seat in terms of
the race for the Las Vegas Bowl.
But Central Michigan (2-2
overall, 1-0 MAC) looms this
week and, for whatever reason,
the Chippewas have had the Falcons' number for the past three

WBGU
88.1
Saturday • pre-game show at 2:30

PARTY AT PERRY *—* mtA
Party starts at 1:30 • West Side of Stadium

BGSU
SOCCCft
vs.

The Falcon defense that was so
stellar a week ago will be tested
again, but this time by air. The
Chippewas rank 13th in the nation in passing offense.

FALCON FOOTBALL
/™L
LIVE!

Mel Mahler
soccer coach

Who are YOU going to VOTE for?

*****

years.
Blackney was at a loss to explain CMU's edge in the series,
although noting that the similarities in the two schools may be
a factor.
"You look at Central Michigan
and Bowling Green, we are almost mirror images of one another," Blackney said. "Student
population, residential school,
college town, pride in the program, going back even before
Blackney and Flynn.
"We are very similar type of
schools. The wind blows in both
places."

3**

JOIN THE FUN AND EXCITEMENT AT PERRY STADIUM!

CRSTCRN ILLINOIS $ ' i
f§*

SUNDAY S€PT€MS€n 29

^\t 2:00

CO/V16 AND SUPPORT TH€ FALCONS!

JUST PRESENT YOUR BGSU I.D. FOR ADMISSION!

pisnimio
Open Weekday! al A

v

m

Op n atlytch f ,i . Sal S Sun

203 N. MAIN, B.G.

n

352 -.

Any 2 Items:

iSm.

iMed
1

.$4.75 Lg. .$7.75
$6.25 XLg.......$9.50
Bill Valu* - 12 Slices

Chance to win $250
in Papa John's
pizza kick for cash

For Ticket
Information
Call 372-2762

Add Breadsticks ! Only $2.00
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166

Cnds
10/31/96
li

8

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
CHCAQO STYLE EXTRA
COUPON EXPIRES ON 1091/96

IPI© "^

FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY VS. Central Michigan
€asy Admission with BGSU ID.
1

1
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Hysteria hits South Bend as Buckeyes ready to invade
The Associated Press

Turk added, pointing at his friends.
The hysteria has begun.
No. 4 Ohio State comes to town Saturday for the
biggest game at Notre Dame since then-No. 1 Florida State visited in 1993. Even though it's only September, the No. 5 Irish have to win to keep their
hopes for a national championship alive, and so do

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - The lunchtlme discussion
was intense. Hunched over a table at Notre Dame's
LaFortune Student Center, they seemed oblivious
to everything around them.
What could be so pressing on a Thursday afternoon for the three third-year law students? An up- the Buckeye*.
coming exam? The November election?
"If s Just huge," Turk said. "With Nebraska los"We were trying to decide how we're going to ing last week, everything is going our way."
paint our faces," Andrew Leyden said. "One side
The national rankings aren't the only reason the
blue, one side gold."
(game is big. Though the Buckeyes and Irish have
"Or maybe one of us blue, one of us gold," Chris only played each other three times, the series has a
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
50 nuns. Free Aireme each month
Stud en i Rales Avail.
AMERICAN CELLULAR ONE
418-356-2005
Ask for Tadek

• OOK • OMfC RON DELTA KAPPA • OOK •
Thar* will be an important maaOng on Monday.
September 30 at 8 00pm in 103 BA. See You
Thar*.

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

■NAPH/APICS ' NAPM/APICS •
NAPttVAPtCS •
WHAT: Why you should do a Co-op and the
benefit* you can receive
WHENrTuaa .Oct. 1.BA 114.730pm
SPEAKERS: Dan Gordon - Luoaa Indus Iriet
Sue Young - Co-op Office
3 students with Co-op experience*
WHY: Fun. learn and FREEauba. pop and
chipsSEF YOU THE REIH
•NAPM/APICS ' NAPM/APICS '
NAPM/APICS •
All Education Ma|ora
BGSEAwill have a membership dnve Mon. •
- Thut*. Irom 9 30 unW 3:00 in the Educ. Bldg.

CAMPUS EVENTS
B.QS.EJL
BGSEA currently has th* Multicultural Affairi
director position available bueresled? Come
to our October meeting lor elections Quetaora?CaH 2-2943
BGSU CLUB BASEBALL
IF INTERESTED
CALL 372-4725
Com* to Si Mark* & join our "Circle of
Fnends" If you are 18 to 30 we want youl Be at
the Carter Park Millar Shelter Sun . Sept 29 al
4.00pm lor a Welcome Back cookoul A a
chance to meat new mends. For more information callJessica at 352-7510

HEALTHY FOOD CHECK-UP
Curious aa to how healthy you're eating?
Com* findoutonTu*e.i30-230or
Thurs 10-11 00 at the Center for
Wellness and Prevention (2nd floor
Student Health Center) Call today
tor your free nutntional aseesment.
372WELL
Hey i Join me m Pamplona next June tor some
teriout bull. But first, meet me nexi Tuesday at
6.00 pm m BA 1000 to discover the Nantes
summer program or contact Dr. David Kent at
372-8080.
PARTY AT PERRY
ALL BO STUDENTS
FREE FOOD
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS
and BUTZENIIIII
1 30 ©STADIUM
PARTY AT PERRY
BE THERE!!!

fating
Meet me at the station in Nantes. 10:00 am.
June 12. Bring your euraii pass.
...Bui ftr»t meet m* next Tuesday at 6:00pm m
BA 1000 to discover the Nantes summer program or contact Dr. David Kent at 372-8080.

SPIRIT OAYIIIII

Do you hav* a GPA of 3.4*?
Then you qualify for Golden Key National
Honor Society Notices have been tent to
horn* address. Initiation will be on Nov. 10th. I'
you have any ouestons please call Jen Swartz
(Pte*io*nt) at 372-5224.

Friday Sept. 27
1:30-11:00am
Out tide the UnlvereHy Bookstore
FREE Coffee, elder, 1 donuta

Evening in Paris
On Fri., Sept. 27th. the FRENCH HOUSE Ml
b* hotting an "Evening in Paris" featuring fine
French cuaun*. Sealing is available from
6 30-9 30 To make reservations can 2-2671
Only S5 tor an evening in Pans: what a deal!
Get Involved
Dance Marathon
Committee applications available
440 Student Services
Return by October 2nd
-PRSSA Meeting'
Monday & 7:00pm In 117 BA
Speaker. Jama* Urlle, over Myrs In PR.

TURNING POINTS
An informal discussion group
About eatjng disorders, weight issues
A normal eating
Beginning Wed. Oct. 2
M*eu330-5:00pm
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
A Student Health Service

LOST & FOUND
Found set of keys
In front of Roogers Ouandrangle, call Jenn
372 52«5. found f"s weekend

1st Annual All Greek Formal
September 27,1996
Dinner is served at 630 • reservation only
Open dance at 7 30-Grand BaHroom
For informaoon call 372-5209

LOST- Grey Jewelry Case
on BG campus
Large reward - 372-6316

SERVICES OFFERED
ALL BG STU0ENTS
PARTY AT PERRY
FREE FOOD

Are you aruioua about speaking In front of
others or giving present at lone?

PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS
and BLITZENIIII!
1:30 ©STADIUM
PARTY AT PERRY
BE THERE!!!!

Brief workshops are now being offered tar
speaking anxiety through the Psychological
Services Con tor Call 372 2540 to sign-up

Newmans Marathon
1066-1006
•Your Fun Service Station'
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring.
354-4673 BG Piegnancy center.

rich tradition.
big games we've had since I've been here," Ohio
The first meeting in 1935 is still known as "The
John Cooper said.
Game of the Century" after Notre Dame knocked State
Ticket prices were sky high for that game, and
off a heavily favored Ohio State team 18-13. The this year Is no different. Scalpers are now asking
Irish also won the game the following year.
for one seat on the 50-yard line. End zone
The two didn't play again until last season, when $1,000
seats
are
cheaper, costing about $350 apiece.
the Irish traveled to Columbus and lost. That game
The game has been sold out for months, but that
generated even more enthusiasm than the Buck- hasn't
hundreds of people from calling the
eyes yearly meeting with Big Ten archrival Michi- Notre stopped
Dame ticket office this week, said Perry
gan.
ticket manager.
"I probably signed more Notre Dame-Ohio State Baert,
"We're answering over 600 phone calls a day
footballs, hats, T-shirts, pictures and that kind of where
normally It might be 400 or 300 a day," he
stuff for that game last year than for all the other said. "And
they're all about Ohio State."
CS/MIS Majors)
Bring those resumes and
unofficial transcripts to the
CO-OP OFFICE NOW!
Procter 4 Gamble, GE Aircraft 4
Meed Corp are coming to
interview in October"!
Deadlines approaching. 2-2451 lor details
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants 4
scholarships available from aponsorslft No
prepayments, ever!!! JSSCash for coltegs$$$. For Into: 1-800-243-2435.
AXO'ThetaChi'AXO
SANDBLAST
Join the Theta Chi's and the
Alpha Chis this Sunday as we
host our annual philanthropy.
from 10am to 1pm behind
the Rec Center.
AXO" Theta Chi *AXO

SKYDIVE NOW IN BOWLING GREEN
Student & group discounts Visa A MC accepted. lOrmns from BGSU
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200
Taiented. responsible stay-at-home mom looking for steady work that can be done al home.
Skills include proofreading, superior oral and
written communications, graphic design, and
typing. Have own BM-compaiible PC, laser
pnnter, and fax capabiliDes. Wii also do assembly work or mailings References available.
Please call Valerie at 418686-5035.

PERSONALS
a

OOK * OMICRON DELTA KAPPA * OOK *
There wiH be an important meeting on Monday
. September 30 al 8 00 pm in 103 BA See You
There.
1st Annual All Greek Formal
September 27.1006
Dinner is served at 6 30 - reservation only
Open dance at 7 30 • Grand Bat room
For information call 372-5200
ALL BG STUDENTS
PARTY AT PERRY
FREE FOOD
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS
andBUTZENIIII
1:30 ©> STADIUM
PARTY AT PERRY
BE THERE!!!

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED
4 PLAYER VOLLEYBALL • SEPTEMBER 30,
WOMEN'S AND COED FLAG FOOTBALL •
d OCTOBER 1: MEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL •
d OCTOBER 2; M.W.C BIATHLON - OCTOBER3.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WDEPENDENT AND FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY - OCT.
7; WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO E OCT. 6; ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE BY 4 00PM ON DUE DATE.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FLAG
FOOTBALL OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND
TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE PICKED UP IN
130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY
MUST BE RETURNED BY OCT. 1. MANDA
TORY TRAINING CLINIC IS WED. OCT. 2.
8-1QPM

HELP WANTED

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
ft Awesome Tripe! Hundreds of Students
Are Earning Free Spring Break Trips 4
Money! Sell 6 Tripe 4 Go Free! Bahamas
Cruise $279, Cancun 4 Jamaica $390, Panama
Clty/Oaytona
$1101
www.aprlngbroaktravel.com
1-800-676-6366
$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For info, call 301 -306-1207
Fnendly. Firm, Affectionate person needed to
provide after school care to our 6 & 10 year old
children 3:30-5:00 $3.75 per hour. Please call
Rosa Clements 353 4021.
GAMMA PHI DETA
Cook needed lor group housing to start imme
diately Contract through May 1007. Flexible
hours. Vacations coincide w/ BGSU calender.
Salary ranges from $230-250 per week based
on prior experience. Please cal Kristen at
372-3500.
Gel Paid Back for the pounds you lose.
New Metabolism Breakthrough
Guaranteed Results. Call (303) 661 -0162
Graphic Designer Part-Time 10 hrs. par week must have computer access. Send resume and
sample work to: Network Services 116 W.
Front Si. SuHe A. Findlay. CHI 45840.
Help Wanted!
Restaurant cook (or tie Silver River Cafe
located in the Kretscher Dining Center
$5.60Vhr Monday-Friday40pm
Must be a fulltime BGSU Student.
Contact Barb Erisman 372-7038

Love your littles.
M-ndy. Amy a Alicia
KD Laurie Arsenault KD
KKO" SIG EP' KKG * SIG EP
Hey Bedrock Bashers Brad. Doug, a Fee-ey
Your cavemen costumes are Quite ksenie
Be sure and be ready to have some fun
Because the Kappa Stone Age awaits
you crazy one. The 3 Ragers can'l waitl
KKG-SIGEP-KKG'SIGEP
Lit J.I.
You're an awesome little!
We make a great pairl
Rock on young one I

Get Involved
Dance Marathon
Committee applications available
440 Student Sen/ces
Return by October 2nd

Love. Stacy

Lawn maintenance positions available
Part and Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns: 352 5822
Looking lor a career and not just a job? Providing care and training to adults with mental retar datorvoevetopmental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity.
Several part-time and sub positions now available. $7.55rhr. after 00 days $005 •
a $l4.77/hr based upon expenence. Sick
leave and vacation benefits for part-time employees Expenence not required. Many parttime positions available in Bowling Green. Portage and Walbridge Application may be obtained from the Wood County Board ol
MR/DD. Entranoe B. 11160 E. Gypsy Lane
Rd , BG. 6.00am - 4:30 pm EOF.
Market Research Interviewers
Flexible schedule - ideal job lor college students $5.2$perhour.Call352-8ll5ext
200 or apply al 13330 8<shop Rd.. BG

AOIIAOIIAOIIAOII

DELTA SIGMA PI
Meet me Brother Off-Campusl
BW3's on Sept 27 al 7pm
Don't Miss Outl

PARTY ATPERRY
ALL BG STUDENTS
FREE FOOD
PRIZES and GIVEAWAYS
andBLTTZENIIIM
1:30® STADIUM
PARTY AT PERRY
BETHERE!!!

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over S6 Billion in public and private sector
grants and scholarships is now available. Al
students are eligible regardless of grades, income or parent's income. Let us help. Call Student Financial Servtces 1-800-6495
titF55445

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Poatlona are now available at National
Parka, Foreata 4 Wildlife Preserves. Excellent Benefits 4 bonus**1 Call:
1-206-071-3620 ex.. N55446.
Of1.ce cleaning evenings. 10-15hnvweek
Own transportaDon required.

Call 352-5822
Part-bme or Fuf-ome help needed
$1.25 Bonus tor night 4 weekend hours.
Apply in person al Marathon StaDon on
Front Street m Grand Rapids

SPIRIT OAYHIf

0:30- 11:00am
Outside the University Bookstore
FREE Coffee. Cider. 4 Donuta

Sun's gone. It's tanning time.
Campus Tanning • 11 visas $25
352-7880

Out aid. the University Bookstore

TODAY i TODAY I TODAY I TODAY I
Find out what the
STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
is all about
Travel,
Academics. Friends. Fun and moral
Information session today:
1:30pm. State Room, 3rd Floor Union

NATIONAL

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR BLOCK YET?

WANTED

Attention Campus organizations interested
in keeping our campus beautiful.
Campus Adopt a-Block is coming soon.
Hurry and pek up a form in
the Student Activities Office 330 Union
For Further information contact Usty

Non-smoking grad student for I5hrs child
care/light house keeping m return for private
room 4 bath. 1 block from campus. 352-1055

Sports. Memorabilia,
Hobbies and MORE...
GAMES
WORKSHOP
WARHAMMER* EPIC
NECROMUNDA
FREE DEMOS
Sat. »Sun. 1-Sp.ctv,
CHECK IT OUT...

Complete Line of Trains
•Bachman, Atlas. Atheam,
plus more
•Authorized Lionel Dealer

Experienced cook warned part-time. Flexible
hours. Apply at: BG Country Club. 023 Fatrvtew Call 352-3100
SPRING BREAKI
Earn cash! Highest Commissions
Lowest Prices! Travel Free only 13 sales
Free Info! Call 1 -800-426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS COM
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45 per hour teaching basic
conversational English in Japan. Taw an or S
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For information call:
(206)071 -3570 ext J55444
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry level positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Mexico, Cambean etc) Wanstaff,
housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
counselors and more. Call Resort Employment
Services. 1-206-971-3600 e»t R55444
UPTOWN Coal Check
See manager, M-T-TR-F
8-11 pm

FOR SALE
1987 Escort Exe. Cond
$2600 or best offer

3534296
1992 Ford Taurus L • excellent condition.
$4995. 1(419)423 8481
Findlay. After 3 pm.
1004 S 10 pickup. 4 3 liter. V6 automatic, air,
tape deck, fully loaded. Call Wendy at
352-1577. leave message
1005 Chrysler LaBaron Convertible. $2000
o.b.o. New brakes, tires, top. Call Tara
1(419)382-«209
Men's 18 spd mountain bike, very good cond.
Barely used $150- Brother WP 3550 word processor. Monitor 4 table included. $200. call or
leave message at 353-6275 or e-maii at
dtoughngbgnei bgsu.edu. ask for Dave
THE TIME TO PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE IS
NOW!!
TA.S.P. International is currently looking lor
hard working, motivated students to Till management positions lor the summer of 1097
Positions are filled on a first come, first qualified basis m the following areas all suburbs of
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus. Dayton
Youngstown. Cincinnati, and Toledo. II you are
looking to build your resume, gain valuable expenence, and find out more about our management program please call 1 -800 543-3702

FOR RENT
Pi Time floral designer 6 customer service.
Weekdays and Weekends. Exp. prat, but wii
tram Send resume to: Klotz Floral 4 Garden
Center 006 Napoleon Rd. BG. c/oNancy.
Restaurant Crew
Going Somewhere FASTI
Taco Bel. one of the world's fastest growing
quick service restaurant chains, brings a special Mend of smiles, service, and satisfaction to
customers all across the country.
Join our fnenoiy. enthusiastic crew and we'll
promise you competitive pay and great benefits that include:
■On-the-|ob Training
■Flexible Scheduling
■Free Meals
'Free Uniforms
'Regular Raises
'Advancement Opportunity
'Bonus Incenllve
Youll love working in our restaurant • and your
combination of energy and ambition will be awarded with a company that's going places •
w test. Go with Taco Bell Now hiring arBowrlmg
Green Taco Bell. $5.00 per hour Wa are an
equal opportunity employer. MVF/V/H

«h 372-2343.
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Try our amazing array of
Imports and Domesticsi
Over 50 Different Types'
Located Across the street
from the smokestack
440 E. Court St.

EMACO Cleaning immediately hiring pi.time
positions. Transportation required. CompeDtrve
wages. 410-633-4567 or 410-833-2345. leave
massage.

Friday Sept. 27

FREE!!!!!
Coffee, Cider 4 Donutslf
SPIRIT DAY
Friday Sept. 27
9.30am -11:00am

FRESHMAN BEGINNINGS BOOK
If you have not picked up
your copy of the Freshman
Beginnings book, you may do
so at Ooyl Perry Stadium this
Saturday an hour before the
CMU game, through the first
quarter, just ms-de the student
gates. This wii be your next
to last chance to pick up the book

Earn up to $2000./month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour compares. World Travel.
Seasonal 4 full-time employment available No
expennce necessary. For more information
caH 1-206-071 3550ext C55447

KD Laune Arsenault KD
Congratulations Laurie on your
position as Dance Marathon Moral Cheirl
We are so proud of youl GO THONI

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
PUBLICITY OFFFICERS - Mark your calendars for thts year's Publicity Workshop on
Wednesday. October 0, 1996 at 7:00pm in the
Alumni Room of the Union. Get GREAT information on advertising events on campus from
the Associate Director of Public Relations. For
more information call the Student Life Office at
372-2643.

Cashiers Wanted. Barney's Convenient Mart
1001 N. Mam St. Accepting applications Benefits and 3rd shift differentia) Apply in person

9

O^Hcxr a Tanning Salons

AplTiMY

1 Female subieaser needed. Spring 1997. 3
bedroom house, dose to campus, own room.
$175 a month 4 elecric/gas. Ask tor Tiffany
354-3106.
Male Roommate Needed
Can have own room
352-1576. Ask for Andrew
One bedroom apartment lor rent
Single or Grad students
Street Parking Available
CaM Marion @ Newman's Marathon
353 1311
One lemale subieaser tor Spring '97 Close to
campus CaH 352-5759 Ask for Lisa
Roommate needed immediately lor 2 bedroom
apt Close to campus. Own room $225 a mo.
pay electnc only. 352 9409
Roommate needed Immediately
$260 a month

352-0579

20 TWMXG VISITS FOR $25
832 S. Main
352-9763

Howard Jewelers
is where it's at!
Located In tha Woodland Mall

Sports Memorabilia
•Autographed Baseballs,
Photos, Helmets, Caps
& Much More

10% Student Discount on Donated
Goods with Valid College ID

SCALEXTRIC (Authorized Dealer)
• 40 ft. Rack Track
• Slot Cars
Magic The Gathering
• Ice Age
4th Edition
NOW OPEN IN THE WOODLAND MALL

(419)352-6345

Good selection of Clothing. Furniture,
and Household Items

^.'oOam

-rwe FbND BBTweerJTHe

QUAD6>

Goodwill Retail Store
1058 N. Main
Hours: Mon-Sat: 9-9
Sunday: 12-5

Energetic Pearl Janij
concert rocks crowd!
Aaron Welsbrod
The Back Pages

September 22 was a night
many of the local residents had
waited months, if not years for:
Pearl Jam in Toledo.
Although tickets were originally sold for a total price of $22.50,
the record-breaking one minute
sell-out of the tickets left more
than a few fans out in the cold ...
literally.
While some fans simply accepted their defeat and didn't
even attempt to make it to the
show, others went to the University of Toledo's Savage Hall in attempts of finding someone who
had an "extra" ticket or two
(These "extra" tickets ranged
from $50 to $500).
Fortunately, I wasn't in the
same situation any of the above
listed fans were.
A friend of mine managed to
get through on that
1-800-PEARL-JAM number on
her first call, and as a result I
was one of the few people who
got to see Pearl Jam for a mere
$22.50 (Thanks Adrianne!).
Unlike many more manic and
devoted "Jam Heads" than I, this
was actually the second time I've
been fortunate enough to see Eddie Vedder and company perform live and in person (the first
time being at the Crisler Arena in
Ann Arbor during their 1994
"Verses" tour).
Yet again, they completely
kicked ass.
Playing to a capacity crowd of
9,000 enthralled fans, the band
energenetically and emotionally
blasted through 23 songs, performing tracks from all four of
their full length albums, as well
as a few songs that aren't on
"Ten," "Verses," "Vitalogy" or

••ocluted Preii

Pan Xlngle, an artist from China, awaits arrest Sept. 16,1996 after dousing himself and a statue of
Queen Victoria with red paint in a Hong Kong park. The Incident stirred an artistic furor in Hong
Kong.

Artist sparks controversy
DldiKrlstenTatlow
The Associated Press

HONG KONG (AP) - Drenched from head to foot in
bright red paint, the shavenheaded artist from China sat
cross-legged in a Hong Kong
park. Pan Xinglei, 27, had just
poured a pot of paint over a
statue of Queen Victoria, then
over himself, and had bashed
in her nose.
His gesture has the salons of
Hong Kong tingling - not only

with outrage but also with perplexity. Was it an attack on
British colonial ism? A blow for
true-red communism? Art for
art's sake? Vandalism? Or as
police initially implied, plain
lunacy?
The bronze statue commemorates the queen who reigned
when Britain set up the colony
in 1841. Now, with nine months
left before Hong Kong returns
to Chinese rule, Her Majesty
sits on her throne shrouded in
tarpaulins, looking even less

amused than usual.
Caught, well, red-handed,
Pan was charged with criminal
damage and ordered to undergo psychiatric tests. He is now
free on bail, having made headlines and, if nothing else,
forced a society preoccupied
with money to reflect on what
is and isn't art.
At first his act was treated as
pure insanity. Next, there was
speculation that it was politiSee ARTIST, page ten.

their latest offering "No Code."
Opening the show for the Seattle-based superstars was a duty
handled by The Fastbacks, a predominantly female band on SubPop Records.
The band played an almost uninterrupted set of power-poppunk that wasn't too bad ... but
wasn't too great either.
I guess my problem with The
Fastbacks was that I've heard the
power-pop-punk thing done way
too many times before by bands
way too various in number to
name.
Maybe The Fastbacks were the
first band to perform this style of
music, or maybe they're simply
the latest band to jump on the
power-pop-punk bandwagon.
I don't know what their case is,
and I honestly don't care.
Like I said, I've heard this style
of music done by dozens, if not
hundereds of other bands in the
past few years, and it's getting
incredibly old ... Especially when
one takes into consideration how
some bands out there are actually breathing new life into the
otherwise stale music style (like
the Rev-Upz out of Toledo, for
example).
Luckily for the 9,000 fans at the
show, however. Pearl Jam more
than made up for the noninventive show put on by their
opening act.
Unlike the Eddie Vedder of
past, the normally reclusive
frontman was very energetic and
friendly toward the crowd, and
oftentimes took time between
songs to address the audience
who hung on his every word.
"The future of the next 50
years is in this room." He said
toward the end of the show. "I
hope you make the right decisions."

/lotJfocaMy
\

L

Eddie Vedder

lead singer of Pearl )3rVi

Throughout the night Pca£
Jam performed spotless re»
ditions of "Sometimes," "Halt
Hail," "Animal," "In My Tree,"
"Spin the Black Circle," "Corduroy," •'Three Days," "B<
man," "Lukin," "Not For You;V
"Jeremy," "Evenflow," "Maiy
kind," "Daughter," "Habit," "I
Got Id," "Alive," "Blood," "Go;"
"Who You Are," "Rearview Mhj
ror," "Leaving Here," and "Indifference" in lighting that
usually remained very dim and
somber... a stark contrast to bot£
the band's performance and theTr
future.
As I previously mentioned1.
Pearl Jam performed a virtually
spotless set, but I personally
found their show in Ann Arbor
much more intense and moving ...
just like the Pearl Jam concerns
you used to always hear about. '.
Mind you I'm not saying Xhfit
the Pearl Jam show at Savage
Hall wasn't incredible, because it
was, but it just wasn't as ... I can't
believe I'm about to say this ...
deep as the show I saw a few
years ago was.
Maybe it was due to the overlyhyper crowd, or maybe it was
due to the fact that this is the
second time I've seen them live.1
don't know.
But what I do know is this:
Every time I've seen Pearl Jam
in concert they've rocked.

New Willis film draining
the dry, dusty, largely uninhabited look of the place, "Welcome
to Nowheresville" might have
been more appropriate).
Just like "Fistful," as well as
the 1961 Akira Kurosawa samurai picture "Yojimbo" on
which both later films were
based, the protagonist of the story is the classic Man With No
Name. The character is all about
attitude, and Willis brings a
toughness and impenetrability to
him that few other actors could
have managed. Fifteen minutes
after he arrives, he's already
shown he's not a guy to mess
with, and both gang leaders
either want him on their side or
dead.
Terrific supporting performances are given by a couple of

Scott Shriner
The Back Pages

Two rival gangs in a backward
little town, constantly doing
battle. A lone drifter appears on
the horizon, stands in the middle,
and stops the fight.
You might recognize this story
if you've seen the 1964 Clint Eastwood movie "A Fistful of Dollars," but this time, the "hero"
doesn't ride into town, he drives.
In "Last Man Standing," set
against the backdrop of the Prohibition Era, Bruce Willis plays
the role of the mysterious
stranger John Smith who comes
to upset the evil balance of power
in a Texas town called Jericho
("Welcome to Jericho" was the
movie's original title, but from

great character actors, such as
Christopher Walken as one of the
gang's henchmen and Brude
Dern as the corrupt local sheriff.
The performances are mostFy
very good, but "Last Man Standing" suffers a little in otlu'r
areas. For one thing, the movie-4
extremely violent, much more
than was needed to get the poirjt
across. We could have done with
perhaps just two or three fullblown gratuitous gun-shooting
massacres (They were also thinkjing of calling the movie "Gundown," another title which would
have also been very accurate.) ',
Also, we are introduced te
several female characters, injcluding one of the gang boss's
-■
See LAST MAN, page tea.

Mon. - Thurs.
6:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri. 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m. \
Sat. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Think Globally

W

"The future of the
next 50 years is in
this room. I hope you;
make the right
decisions." ,
;.

: ALL YOU C/VN K/tT ■• Best Breakfast
Special In Town
PANCAKE
,'i Your Choice: 2 Egg.
SPECIAL
i»
2 Bacon or Sausage
l«

(Served w/cofTee or tea)

Mon Sal 6:30-11:00 a.m.

$2.25
Not valid wilh any
, other discounts or
specials. Limit 1

•'
',. Mon-Sat

2 Pancake or Toaat
Coffee or Home Friea

• < 6:30-11:00a.m.

<j» |

1021 S. MAIN
352-0123
BUY I VALLTC
MEAL & GET THE
SECOND EBEE
Monday & Tuesday
4:00 p.m. uniil close

QQ

valid wilh any olher
iacounla or •peciala.
Limit 1

saw:': gamfe *

Not valid with any other]
discounts or specials.

Limit 1

All You Can Eat Specials

It starts with us!

Wednesday & Friday
Saturday & Sunday
Saturday
Thursday
Perch $4.75
B.B.Q. Ribs $8.75 Breakfast Buffet $4.49
Spaghetti $5.19
(While Supplies Last)
(8 a.m. - 1 p.m.)
(While Supplies Last)

BGSU Recycling Program 372-8909

SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID GET 10% DISCOUNT

I
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•In Review
Veteran singer forms band
Scott Shrlner
The Back Pages

LAST MAN
Continued from page nine.

girls and a prostitute with hidden
motives, who are potentially interesting, but aren't given
enough screen time or backstory
to amount to much.
"Last Man Standing" was written and directed by Walter Hill,
the man who made "48 Hrs." and
was one of the founders of the
"Alien" series, and it's been generating quite a bit of hype. Does
the movie deserve it?

But now he's formed a new band, Eels

This review might seem a bit
biased, because I have a history
with this band. The Eels are new
on the scene, ("Beautiful Freak"
is their debut album) but the
group Is led by a guy who has actually been around for a few
years. He's from Virginia, and he
goes by the name of "E." Yep.
The letter "E." That's his name.
I saw him perform in Cleveland in the summer of 1992 when
he opened for Tori Amos on one
of her first tours, and I was impressed by him from the very
start. He was playing his keyboard and singing to a loud, unappreciative audience who just
wanted him off the stage so they
could see Tori. I actually remember a rather uncouth snack
bar attendent who started running a very noisy vacuum
cleaner during his set. But E took
it all in stride, and managed to

turn out a very heartfelt performance. With a soft singing
voice that's full of feeling, a genuine talent as a song writer and
an ability for playing just about
any musical instrument you can
think of, E is an unsung hero.
He's had a few solo albums, but
they haven't really done any
business. He's gotten a little bit
of MTV coverage, but it hasn't
taken him very far. But now, he's
formed a new band, Eels, and he
might finally be on the verge of
making his mark.

The three-man band has turned
out an album of largely experimental-soi nding songs, some
written solely by E, and some in
which he has collaborated with
higher profile artists such as Jill
Sobule and Jon Brion (who is also
one of Aimee Mann's writing
partners). The songs on the
album are mostly notable for
their lyrics, which is definitely
one of E's major strengths. The
tunes near the beginning of the
record focus on our society and a
typical person's observations of
it. "Susan's House" and "Novocaine for the Soul" both hit home
hard, sadly looking at the state of
the world, and although they are
good songs, they almost give the

impression that the album is going to be a little too depressing
and too preachy.
The tone of "Beautiful Freak"
changes with the title track, emerging as interesting journey
through various repressed states
of mind. "Not Ready Yet" in particular, is a great song, dealing
with a guy who wants to go out
and show the world who he is, but
..."I don't think I'm ready yet, I'm
not feeling up to it, I'm just not
that steady yet..."
"They say I'm mental, but I'm
just confused," E sings at one
point, perfectly capturing the
tone of this impressive first
album. It's definitely worth
checking out.
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Fln* wines Beer
Spirits
Pop
Mixes
Party Supplies
Instant and Super lotto sales

THE
RIUERMEN

Well, partly, yes. The film is
faithful to its genre, and it has
some genuinely exciting moments worthy of an Eastwood
western.
But is this really the right movie for Bruce Willis? The actor has
said that he prefers playing
characters who have problems
rather than guys who "have it all

ARTIST
Continued from page nine.

"meeting all your '~i»
party needs!"

MADHATTER MUSIC CO.

143

E.W00STER

ST. BOWLING

GREEN, OH.353-3555

• * • * mi * * • • 1M
INDIE • LOCAL • IMPORT
RECORD, TAPE & CD
EXCHANGE
POSTERS POSTCARDS
VIDEOS STICKERS
INCENSE
OILS
T-SHIRTS
DOOKS
MAGS
ZINES
MEGA
COLLECTADLES

appearing at

631 Main • Genoa • 855 - 8426
• $5.00 Show
• Tickers sold exclusively
thru THE SHED in
Bowling Green and Toledo
20 min. from BG / UT » Full Bar Till 2am * 21 & up please

The Canoe Shop

NEW RELEASES
MONDAYS
AT MIDNIGHT

MON-THURS 11-9
FRI-SAT
11-10
SUN
12-6

cal. Then news spread that Pan
had left a statement at the
scene.
It was "creative art," he
wrote. He was "tired of the low
taste and boring art in Hong
Kong," and wanted to "give citizens a taste of something
new."
It also emerged that Pan, a
sculptor, had just won a "most
promising artist" award from a
private foundation.
But few artists rushed to his
defense.
Oscar Ho, exhibition organizer at the Hong Kong Arts
Center, said many artists from
China carry the psychological
scars of Chinese totalitarianism.
"They do typical Cultural
Revolution things, like painting
things red and destroying
something," said Ho, referring
to the upheaval of 1966-76
when Mao Tse-tung exhorted
young people to smash symbols
of traditional authority.
The Chinese believe that
"Beijing is the center of
Chinese high culture," he said.
"Everything along the coast is
subordinate to this main cul-

None of the characters in the
movie are good guys, actually.
They're just guys who want to
kill each other. Parts of this movie are admittedly exhilarating,
but overall it leaves one with a
drained and unhappy feeling.
ture."
"He is very aggressive, very
extreme," said Gretchen So, an
artist who knows Pan.
She said she wasnt surprised
by his action and didn't approve. She had already vowed
not to exhibit with him again
after he killed a chicken with a
blunt knife during a recent exhibition.
"He has so much anger inside him, maybe because of
past restrictions in China on
freedom of speech, or arts,"
she said.
A more benign view came
from William Wadsworth, a
British journalist writing in the
Hong Kong Standard newspaper.
"When I heard artist Pan had
bashed the old dear's nose in
with a hammer, I was a little
upset," he wrote.
But on second thought, he
wrote, "her new look represents a lot of good about Hong
Kong, of the spontaneity that
built this place, the benign rule
of law that preserved it, and
the opportunity it has given to
millions who have come here to
do good or bad.
"Let us enjoy what's left of
the freedoms we take for
granted now, but will miss so
very much, so soon."

Newsstand & Games

15 minutes North of BGSU

Rt. 64 to watervme

♦KayafcingWlthEa^les
Slip quietly through the Wilds of the SanduskyBay delta in large,
touring kayaks. These stable boats, designed for ocean use, are well
suited for wildlife watching and exploring one of Ohio's best wildlife
areas. Bald eagles, herons, egrets, terns, ducks, and geese make this an
experience to remember. Fee
includes instruction by a certified
kayak instructor, equipment and
lunch. No experience is required,
limited number of boats available.
Call Phil at the shop for details.
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Why Pay More?
Best Prices in Town
>ne of the loraest selections of moqozines in town. Student Discounts.

Sports Cards -^B&.
Singles marked

at 50% off!
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] <

Low prices
on packs
(iee'«Pnnocle»upperOeck
•Storing Iheops*
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UNB€U€Vnftl€
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SAVE • SAVE ■ SAVE
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Mendl • Tecnica • Asolo

COMICS
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Games Workshop
30% off!! facrcdibl
full l*nC

Huge selection of singles

Leagues Forming Now

Monthly tournament*. # IVlzen,
I.ow entry fees

Arcade and Sony place rentals

3-D Puzzles
and
Novelties
TSK. While Waif

Models & large
Selection of Trains
Bachmon
flristocrast

Great Deals an

l':iiiifhall guns,

supplies, and
rentals
Play now at our l S acre Paintball range in Portag

Check out our neuj LRRG€ Game Room * Ploy for Free!
178 South Main, Downtown BG, 353-2176
»
!
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he isa problem. He's not a good
guy at all.

878-3700
140 S. RIVER ROAD
WATERVILLE, OH

Black Swamp Outfitters

lity, making them people the audience can cheer for. But in "Last
Man Standing," although he is effectively menacing, there isn't
much to applaud. His character
Smith isn't a guy with problems,

None of the characters in the movie are good
guys, actually. They're just guys who want to
kill each other.

Toby's Party Oasis
(State Liquor Agency)
1070N. Main, 35310 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon.-

figured out." Indeed, in his best
performances (as seen in the
"Die Hard" trilogy and his unforgettable role in "Pulp Fiction") he explores confused or
troubled men in depth, and also
gives them an underlying likeabi-
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line cook
kitchen prep
servers
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5630 Airport Highway
Toledo

861-7827
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NEW IN
TOWN
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Band taping at Howard's
WOULD
LIKE
TO BUY
YOU A
DRINK
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The AvuocUtcd Prcii

Gerard Depardieu, left, makes a face as a Russian cossack, center, puts a cossack hat on bis head
and Arnold Schwarzenegger, right, laughs at the gala opening of a Planet Hollywood restaurant In
Moscow Tuesday, Sept. 24,1996. Thousands gathered outside the world's latest Planet Hollywood
restaurant to catch a glimpse of Arnold, Gerard and Patrick Swayze.

Aaron Welsbrod
The Back Pages

Bowling Green residents have
a chance to become "immortalized" in a sense this weekend if
they stop into Howard's Club H
Friday night.
The local funk-rock quartet
Tomorrow's Clown will be conduct iong a video and audio recording of their performance
this Friday, with hopes of releasing the recordings in the near future.
The band, who has been on the
scene since March of 1994, has
been experiencing an even
higher rate of success than usual
due to a number of factors, including their recent opening
slots for bands such as Neil
Young, the Spin Doctors and the
Allman Brothers.
The band has also recently
released their debut CD titled
"Voices, Visions, Guidance, Re-

ligion," a 10-song CD produced
by local music guru Mark Mikel
and mastered at BG Studios by
Mitch Miller.
Although the CD has only been
released to the public since August 2, it has already sold a few
hundred copies.
Furthermore, the track "Mary's Song" has been released to
college radio stations and is currently receiving heavy airplay on
K-Rock 94.5's specialty show
"Local Perspective," a one-hour
program that plays local bands
Monday nights from 9:00 to 10:00
p.m.
In a recent interview lead
singer and guitarist Jimmy Leslie explained, "We're a modern
crossover rock band with a sound
that balances the melodic with
the funky."
Tomorrow's Clown will be per-

reportedly at Clinton's request,
'he Post said.
Hanks has denied that Clinton
didn't want him in the movie and
said that he bowed out only because he was fully booked for
1997 with a 13-hour series on the
moon project for Home Box Office and a new Steven Spielberg
film.
The fictitious governor's
bisexual wife in "Primary
Colors," may be played by Emma
Thompson, the Post said.
The political novel was published under the byline "Anonymous," setting up a literary
mystery solved when The Washington Post unmasked Klein in
July.

[LETTHE BG MEWS BRIGHTEST TOUR DAY \

THIS
WEEKEND
AT THE

forming sets Friday and Saturday night at Howard's Club H
that include songs from their CD,
some new songs (such as "Bandwagon," "Elizabeth Smiles,"
"Reasons," and "High Rolling"),
and even a few covers by bands
such as Blues Traveller, the
Black Crowes, Steely Dan and
Peter Gabriel. "I think that compared to many bands the vibe of
Tomorrow's Clown Is a very positive vibe, as oppossed to any negative, Seattley vibe." Jimmy continued on the topic of the band's
sound. "Our vibe is very positive
lyrically and musically."
"Voices, Visions, Guidance,
Religon" is currently available at
Madhatter, The Shed and Finders. Information/booking concerning Tomorrow's Clown can
be handled through the "Clownline" at (419) 474-3371.

352 - 9951

Friday & Saturday

tomorrow's clown
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

SONS OF

*- —»-

Pool

•Video Games

Ml)
-~—

'Electronic Darts

«Pinbal

RjJyn-lM <&> &R.D0/f>
CAffj
•Complete Sandwich and Salad Menu
•Daily Lunch and Dinner Specials
•Live Music M, Th, F, Sun.
•Smoking lounge
181v8S. Main St.
Bowling Green

Seafood has never
tasted better, or been
served up at a better
|price. Join us each and
every Friday from
11:30-1:30pm for our

Seafood Splash!
SCALLOPS • CLAMS • SHRIMP
ALASKAN POLLOCK • BAKED FISH
OUR SPECIAL RECIPE CLAM CHOWDER
Also includes complete
soup & salad bar.
potato bar. and
unlimited beverage.

The first one's on us
and it's a whole 5 gallons.
BYOB

|-|oward'sClubJ-|

Travolta will
play president
NEW YORK (AP) - John Travolta has signed a multimilliondollar contract to play what could
be his most controversial role
ever a womanizing Southern
governor said to be modeled on
President Clinton.
The New York Post reports
that Travolta will star in a movie
of "Primary Colors," based on a
novel by Newsweek columnist
Joe Klein that was loosely based
on Clinton's 1992 campaign.
Filming is scheduled to start next
March
The Post quoted an anonymous
Hollywood insider as saying that
Travolta would make an estimated $15 million. He signed the
deal after Tom Hanks pulled out,

HELP WANTED

■ M

EL *j|

Nicole Stoner
The BC News
Linda Perry helped take 4 Non
Blondes to the Top 10 with the
song"What's Up" from their first
and only album "Bigger, Better,
Faster, More." Now she's on her
own and headed for solo success
with "In Flight," her debut solo
album. Perry left her former
band because, she says, "When it
came time to make the second 4
Non Blondes record I was in a
different place musically than
the rest of the band, so I packed
my guitar and my vocal chords
and began a solo journey. 'In
Flight' is the result of my journey." And what an amazing result it is.
Produced by Bill Botrell
(Rusted Root, Sheryl Crow), the
album is very mellow with some
spacey, psychedelic-sounding
songs like the title track and
"Knock Me Out," a duet with 60's
legend Grace Slick, that is reminiscent of Pink Floyd's "Dark Side
of the Moon." ["Knock Me Out"
is also available on The Crow II
soundtrack - Ed.]
Perry turns bad experiences
into great music in songs like the
more bouncy "Fruitloop Daydream," which takes a satirical
look at a Sunday in the park, and
"Fill Me Up," a song with lyrics I
think many can relate to, such as
"And in the morning I'll be hungover with my face into the phone,
and please forgive me here on
after, by the way how'd I get
home?"
The more I listened to "In
Flight" the more I loved it. It's
perfect when all you want to do is
sit back and mellow out. But
don't plan on doing anything that
requires energy afterward; you'll
be too relaxed.
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$5.95

353-MOKA

Just bring in your own clean containers,
college ID, and this ad to the
Watermill Express at
1058 North Main st.
(infrontofTCBY)
North Location ONLY

Sept. 26, 27, 28
noon till 6 p.m.
Limit one coupon (ad) per person
WE WANT TO MAKE IT
CLEAR!
WE HAVE THE BEST
TASTING WATER AROUND

Watermill
Express

All-You-Can-Eat'

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Served 11 -2pm every Sunday

Carved Turkey Breast • Hand Carved Top Round
Dutchess Potatoes • Mashed potatoes w/ Gravy
Lasagna • Scrambled Eggs • Sausage
Hashbrowns • Mini Muffins • Sweet Rolls
Soup & Salad Bar • Potato Bar • And More!

$7.25
Students & Seniors

$6.95
Kids 4-11 $3.95
"Kids 3 and under eat free!
For reservations call

372-2235
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Politically

COM Saturday Night Live «
ESPN Sport scenteriR)

This Is America

Star Trek Not Gener

Total

College Football TeamstoBeAnnouncad

Entertainers (In Stereo)

Boxing

life. Liberty ana Pursuit on me Ptinetottne Apes'' jSimpsons [Step-Step

Marl.-J

Fre^M P<

Movie

[Politically

Politically

Kathy 4 Mo Show

[Roseanne |Kung Fu: Legend Cont.

•Big Bus"

CABLE STATIONS
Kathy a Mo Show

|Movtt: -pieecft & Cnpng's The CorsKan Btothers" [AJjsolutely Ullman

jTompkms [lewis

ESPN Gameday {College Football f..-.rr*esiem al Indiana (Live)
,
,
[BaclTFrom Madness
HBO Movie: *t'i 'Sro/y&oo* '(1995) G
Baseball

SC

SI M)AV
I
5AM
UHUMUUM3 1

CR

.-■-.-.

[Movie: »«'

•■

|College Football Eastern Michigan at Michigan State (Lrve)

1

■--"•■'.."'.■'"

Pacific Blue ih Stereo-

5:30

1

6AM

'Movie

m

I Mo via: "Ito tot the Dtwn The Gal Devn Story'

1

6:30

1

7 AM

1

Movie

Paid Program

CABLE

7:30

1

Sightings

Trailer Park Movie ••

Odyssey 1 Sightings

■

IHovie: *•<

Movie »• : flameo'f'"^1Se8lSy^esterSta1one

SAM

1

8:30

|

9AM

|

9:30

jPacidc Biue

1

Mass lor Shut-ins

To Be Announced

Day ot Discovery 5

Kenneth Copeland (In Stereo)

Pa^d Program

Morning Prayer

Paid Prog'-1.™

Good Morning America/Sunday 7.

Martha Stewart

This Old Housed

11 AM

.

11:30

Power Wash

Community Close-Up Dick Clark

Mtga Heading

Hour ot Power'!- :'

Feed the Children

Jack Van impe

Magi: School Bi_s :'

European J::.'

Pu«le Piitce ■■

Lamb Chop

Katie and Orbie

Dr. James Kennedy

Fox News Sunday

Space Monkeys

Space Monkeys

Juman|i |

Mouse* the Morsie' incredib" "uik

Princess Gwenevere

Strike Force

Jumanji X

Mouse I the Monster itncredible Hulk :r

InstOathtPGA Tour

NFL Match-Up."

NfeongsItnStertc

Shmmg Time Station

Oscar's Orchestra

Dmo Bab.es 1

Paid Program

Jimmy Swaggart

Golden TV Greats

Pre Bodysense

Mam Floor

Princess Gwenevere

Stnke Force

It s Your Business

Hour of Power fin Stereo) X

Church ol Today

Barney h Frtetids l<

John Cccper
Todav

MetllbePresi
[Editors

Think Tank

TonyBrown

• •' ■

Magic School Bus ■'

Lite on the i

Computer Chronicles

3jn b.-•<, Ho-"e

Paid P'oqran

NFL Films Presents

Uont Report

PAC

•

Church Services

jBAD

Space Monkc>s

.Space Monki",,

STATIONS

KaiOKrogram

(3 30; College Football: Texas al Virginia. (Rt

Scholastic Spt.

H3C

■4 10)Movie:*1? "Slaughtero*trvinrocerts

Movie: Tie J'us*eaeeA(mien"|i995) An aM-biacksquaOronol tighter pilots serves mwv;n TT

SC

Powerboat Racing: APBA Nati Cha-iptonshic

Prime Cuts (R)

Futbol MunrJlal (R)

Sports/Health

Sports/Health

KiHSf Bee

iPowernder

Pigskin Preview

Football Forecast

Pathfinder

Carieton Sheets

Meridian Media

Rcsonhei-n

WNR

Making Money

[Media Direct

Sci-FiTr,^

Mystery Magic

: Net Ce-.tr.--l

C-Net Cenual

Superman Batman

Mighty Max

Double Dragon

Action Man

Street Fightei ■

Mortal Kombat

Movie:

--aa >"iaqr/ur.

'. r '■ "■

Facts ol Life K

USA

.

Face the Nation '■

Sn p sp-ee

COM

-

10:30

.Trailer Park |

"

Wend Sci

10 AM

ESPN

SCI c'

ITick I

College Football

Major Le.lt)ueBaseOal .

niorlnd

Barney 4 Friends B

01 Air)
:

Buckeye
Stories

'Tompkins

Movie' «...

'Movie •• ^ i<'-^-'.iv ;..

Paid Program

lOH Air)

SD

-■'

~l .'.

[Movie: *• "The Towero%b\ Ra. Paisley

ft (OH Air)

m
en

:

Dream On

O 1 ** 1 e*_J>l-elO

lawttWir •»'. -Pasf Tense"0994)

fl1)

"•

Dream On

College Football

Senior PGA Golt: V^'agc- C'.

[Cofcsga Football Central Michigan al Bowling Green Stale jlivt)

Movie »•'? •^■Tian'(19B4)TimolhyHuttoi..

SCIFI Movie: ** Seedpeopie"('992) Sa- I
[Dragon
[Renegade
USA MortaiK

OailyShow DailyStwvjPolitically [Politically

[Auto Racing: NASCAR SuperTruck Seres

*"i

;

"

; Outdoor Secret

[Sportscenter i.R;

Inside Sr. PGA

[PGA'S Legends

NeverendingStOPJ

SUNDAY
112 PMl 12:30 I 1 PM

(» I'M

6:30

7 I'M

7:30

S I'M

NFL

'.'..-

|r"H995 Comfldy^ChnsFarley "PG

raforce(m SMreo)

5:30

Sporlsweekly

Happ.y Ever After

:

■

pro Fo- •'

■

'.

> .

,.;.r

Coach Bin Cowhea

■

Htm Edge
Savage Dragon X

S:30

-

Countdown

World Wrestling Federation Superstars

9 I'M

11:30 12 AM

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD

Little House on fhe Prairie

To Be Announced
Gar> Pmkel iBIackney

" .

fj)

'IFLcnNBC

Movie ••«

Q)

;

Oavid Frost

Wrong Trousers F

ffi

Homettme |Worksriop

Old House [Old House

Kitchen

(ft

Fox NFL Sunday 1

NFL Football Detroit Lions at Tampa Bay Buccaneer-

(P

Auto Show |CoaslGu

Hopalong

gi)

Movie .. .

COM
ESPN
HSO

- n ; . -..

C "...-.

"•■ ,•■:--.

i i»| Movie: Ijnce
It 30) NFL Countdown
Movie

'.':."aj)-«l0ar»e'"(19
' '861 MotyRingwaW

iHopalong

Movie .t

-\a'|196J.Come0yl

Movie ..

Pacific Blue

;

<

Gourmet

To Be Announced

Gunsmok.

Movie: **'i "AnAmer>car SWy"(19W. Drama)

Pa i Pre;

Ml

Mctaugritn[McLaugh6n Nova (in Stereo).«

Lawrence Well. Show

Mtn's Mist and Me.ico

Lawrence Welk Show

Creatures

Skeleton Coast Safari

Quills

Sewing

Adam Sm

IPoliceSq

IPolice Sq.

Holly Farms 400. (live) X
Movie •• -Mealto«Part»'(1964)

Journal

jAmerican Gladialors X

Could It Be a Miracle

EmergencylTBA

Star Tret: Deep Space 9 Star Trek. Voyager]!:
IPoliceSq

Litestories Movie: •» "Bao/SCu.

Lois a Clark-Superman iMovic
Election

Movie •.

"

Dr Katr

Thor'bred

3c aaboard College Football

SF Vortex

Mysteries

Slories

Featuring:

This service is financed in part
trom operating assistance grant
trom ODOT ft FTA

BULfcET PROOF (R)

Maximum Risk (R)

Baaaball

Trailer Park Mysteries

CNei

Silk Stalking! [In Stereo) Big tasy

Extreme Measures
3af/Suni30-4 45-7 10 ■ 935

Nightly 9:30
Fri Sat 9:30 & Midnight

®^

■ NO PASSES

==*©.

RAIL Id I I IAKI >S

Bowling Green

20% Discount for
BGSU Students on
equipment

MOOT

[Pizza]
1045 N. Main St.

Jt

Limited time offer
Hours SUN-WED. 11-1 AM
No coupon necessary
THURS. 11 -2 AM
BG Store ONLY
FRI & SAT. 11-2:30 AM

$10bbJ=Fi:$100OFri
Any Pizza or; ;
Cheese Bread
Two Subs ;
1ZZOI

2am Frl- Sal 3:O0pm-2am
12*

Silk Stalking

free 'Delivery

$2.00 per hour

353-7665

I

353-0044

Tin Cup (R)
SatSun I 40'4 30
Last Man Standing (R)
Sal«un 1 20-3 25 5 35-7 4^9 55

"TWO THUMBS UP!
m
A bald ana frvundkraaking nlm." ^.

SWrQC

Blttzen

Cheese & 1 Topping

FWSal/SunBOO-10 00

Trainspotting

145 N. Main,

I

Cycle W •

War ol the Worlds

:>:i 2 LARGE PIZZAS

Spitfire Grill

Sat Sun Mat
4:00 Only

• Video Games

(i.ill 1 hour before service is needed.

Motorsports Hour R

Sat/Sun 1 00 - 3 20/ 5 40

• 12 Pool Tables 'Snacks
• Billiard Supplies • Tournaments

B.C. Taxi
352-0796
ri'Y:352 ISIS

Firsl Wives Cluo (PG)
Fii^al/Sun 7 20 - fl 10

*^--^S«<

|DailyShow |Tick ]

[Sportscenter X

SUNDAY "7
ONLY 7
►PECIAI

Sai;Sunl10 11'W?1.7 1S.0 4S

Nightly 7:15

Alien Nation

[Politically

Mc.ie ...

msmmBH^m

Danny HeVito Hhet Perlmaui
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 Only

Odyssey <

596 Drama Murder SI.

Cinemark Theatres

..Matildas

The Critic

PGAGrll

Sen or PCA C. ..It

127 N. Main, B.G.* 353-1361

Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

. H U

Trader
IMovie: *«•

(la/el llicritif

PALTOW

'Third Choice

| Viper (Season Premiere) |H

Buckeye

PARTY
AT PERRY
Party starts at 1:30 • West Side of Stadium
GWYSFTH

BS Debate Night

.
"

'.'....
Game

[Movie ••• -- Officeranda Gertrfcnan"(1962i Rtha'aGtre

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
T
$1.00 Fare
'For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons 8 Children 4-13 w/Adulf
Transit I.D. Card Required
• Available at Grant's Administrator's Office.
354-6203
T
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access &
Group Seating
T

A loss of Innocence'' 1996) Jem

Movie

'

TranccrsUI DerhLives' Movie ••

$2.00 Fare

Dream On

Tick :

NFL Pnmelime

UFO

Movie: «t Beaches'(1968.Drama)BetteMdler (InStereo) 7.

ICreatutes

Movie ••.

Touched by an Angi i
3rd Rock

Major League Baser ■

Alien Hatior

iMovie »t .

'I

NFL Football Green Bay Patters at Seattle Seahawks From the Kingdome 3C Big Deal

Scoreboard Major League Baseball Cleveland Inoians at Kansas City Royals From Kaut'r .

Service Area: Bowling Green
Please lei driver know how many
persons will be riding

^''J'..

Videos

(Lrve|I

Lloyd Carr jj. Paterno

«&#*
©t^«

Videos

NFL Football Karsas d'y V

|Movie:«««» Try CrynoGame'11992 Drama;

Auto Racing r.«SC*Fi ,',

*#?

60 Minutes lr
On Pain

Tony's Abs COACH

Movie: V/igon meets" |Courl TV

Movie •■

Movie ..

SC Links lllus In-Swing
SCI Fi Sci-Fi Buu In Space
USA

-.

Not valid with \ \
any other offer 1
No exp. dale
'

Good with
I
any other
'
discount offer]
No exp. data

•

